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INTRODUCTION

At the outset it was a primary purpose of this study to
present the available sources relevant to the

•

BI-ru problem.

But when the compilations of Bottero and Greenberg appeared, the
present writer 1 s efforts were directed exclusively to the formulation of an interpretation of the texts.
The central problem is the identification of those denominated ,ha.-BI-ru. What is the specific quality which distinguishes
them among the manifold elements of ancient Near Eastern life?
Is their identifying trait ethnic or social or professional?
Of outstanding concern to the student of the Old Testament
has always been the question-what is the relation of the ha-BIru to the Hebrews?

An interest in that question has determined

the structure of the present treatment but within this framework
the attempt is made to deal distinctly and thoroughly with the
central issue of the identification of the ha-BI-ru themselves.

THE Ha-BI-ru.
~

by

MEREDITH G. KLINE

A DISSERTATION

SUBMITTED TO THE FACULTY OF
THE DROPSIE COLLEGE FCR HEBREW AND COGNATE IEARNI!U
IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FCR THE DEGREE OF
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1955

THE PHONETIC EQUATION
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I

THE PHONETIC ~UATION
A.

CONSONANl'S

The common cuneiform spelling of the name is ha-BI-ru, the final
~

being according to the usual assumption the naninative case ending,

which yields as the grarrmatical relations require to other case or
gentilic endings.

In this cuneiform rendering the identity of the

first two radicals is ambiguous.
because Accadian

1l may

among them, Hebrew

The initial consonant is ambiguous

represent other letters than Hebrew

n ;1

')J • 2 The second is ambiguous because ~ repre-

sents among other values that of

E!,

as well as that of

!&

in all periods

of the cuneiform literature.
Further evidence is available, however, for in some cases other
signs of the cuneiform syllabary are used to write this name and,
moreover, the name has appeared in other systems of writing, syllabic and
alphabetic.

From Ras Shamra3 comes the form

,:e written in the

alphabetic cuneiform conmon in texts from that site, in which the cAyin
is distinct from other gutturals am the !?_ is distinct from E.•
is, there.fore, unambiguous.

This form

But the question has been raised whether this

form, in particular the second consonant, is original or secondary.

It

the phonetic equivalence o f ~ and cibrhi were to be maintained, the
primacy of the E. would still be favored by the fact that Ugaritic often
preserves a more primitive Semitic form than does the Hebrew.4 On the
other hand there is evidence of an original!?_ becoming E. in Ugaritic.5

In Egyptian hieroglyphics appears the form

,:E! which

is also without

4

ambiquity.

But here a.gain the question arises as to whether the l? is

primary or secondary.

It can be shown that Egyptian .E may represent

foreign, including Semitic,!, especially when the! is immediately pre~
6
7
Su.ch, however. is not the rule and, as
ceded or followed by! or.!•
Kraaling observes.

8

in the case of the cprw, a people present in Egypt

itself, it is difficult to assume an error of hearing on the part of the
scribe.
The spelling AA-BIR-a-a is found twice in Babylonian documents of the
12th and 11th Centuries B.

c.9

Colllillenting on this form B. La.nd.sberger

observes that•! nicht .Ea.ls mittlerer Radikal steht durch die Schreibung
)la-bir-a-a (IV R J4 Nr. 2, 5) fest.•

10

In signs, however, of the variety

consonant-vowel-consonant there is not only voca.lic variability but :f'lexibility of both consonants within the limits of their type.

-11

By way of conclusion, there can be no doubt that the Ugaritic and
E~tian forms of the name definitely require that the consonant repreeented in the cuneiform syllable iS! is c.Ay-in. 12
support an original.!!•

They also strongly

While there is a possibility that ~r is primary• it
C

is highly probable that ..E.!:. is the original form.

rn fact, unless it can

be shown that »-BI-ru is to be equated with the Biblical cibr-1 there is no
unquestionable evidence for

0 br

B.

as even a secondary form. 13

VCWELS

That the first vowel is A-type and the second is I-type is obvious
from the cuneiform, .aa-BI-ru;

14 but it is more difficult to determine

the length of these vowels.

This question requires examination before one

attempts to draw conclusions concerning the possibilities of phonetic
equation with

0

tbr1-.

5
1.

THE A-VOWEL:

According to Gusta.vs, 15 the form wi,-.Al3-BI-ri 16

shows that the~ is short .

He explains the doubling of the middle radical

on the ground that consonants in Akkadian a.re often doubled after an
accented short vowe1. 17

This possibility, however, rests on the doubt-

ful opinion that the following I-vowel is short, for otherwise the penult
18
would receive the accent.
Another possible explanation of the doubling
of the middle radical, although the phenomenon is rare and late, is that
it indicates that the preceding vowel is long.

19

Other unusual forms have appeared .which suggest that the A-vowel is
long.

One is

ha• - :BI- ri- ia-a.~.

(cf • .be::::8:=BI- i - ri-ia-a.n) .
2.

THE I-VOWEL:

21

20

Another is n,a-a.-BI-i-ri-$?] ;

Finally, from Alalah comes the form

e,a-a.•-Br-ru. 22

Inasmuch as short unaccented vowels between single

consonants often drop out23 and the name a a- BI-ru is never formd without
24
the.!., it would seem that this 1 is long.
Further support for this is found in the spelling ha-BI- i - ra25 used
for the Nuzu personal name (assuming this name may be identified with our
,b.a-BI- ru) .

There a.re also the forms noted above :

CONCL tS ION:

,aa.-a...BI- i-.ri-sliltl and

The vocalization is largely a question of how much

weight to attach to the exceptional spellings.

Quite possibly they require

two long vowels, producing the (apparently non-Semitic) form, ci pt r .
Perhaps only one vowel is long.

It would be precarious, however, to

assume that every indication of a long vowel is misleading and to adopt
the form

0 apir

- or still less likely cabir.
C.

THE HE:SREW EQUIVALENT

The difference in middle radicals between ,e.a-lH...ru ( read as

6

aa-p{-ru) and cnrt would not be an insuperable obstacle for the phonetic
equation of the two.

J2 to .!?,. 26

There are a few examples of a shift in Hebrew from

Nevertheless, this shift is not the rule 27 and the difference

in labials must be regarded as a serious difficulty in the case for
equation.
If for the moment we allow the consonantal equation and examine the
vowels it will be found that the difficulties increase and the equation
can be regarded as at best a bare possibility.

The following is a list

of the possible vowel combinations of na-BI-ru (reading bi for the moment)
arranged with the most probable combinations first, along with their normal
Hebrew equivalents:
0 ib'ir

1,=iiv

0 ablr

7.,J.V

(G-entilic)

,7 :=iiv
7

I

•

cabir

'7..,:iv
. . -:

It

T

7J. i .V

0 abir

l.J.V
•. t

ca.br

1-=iv
....

,,:iiv
.

"
"

:

I

-i7.J.V
... - :
---i,:i V

It

Attempts have been made, however, to derive cibr1 from one or other
of these vowel combinations.

The ·most plausible efforts are those which

assume two short vowels, cabir .

28

Speiser suggests that •the form

.9!ll

may go back to a.n older ga~il 11 with the restriction that such forms derive
from stative, not transitive. verbs . 29

In line with this, attention has

been called to the derivation of. late Canaanite~. "king•. from older
malik, "prince. ,.Jo

Stronger support for such an approach is found in the

alternation of ma-si-ri and mi-ie-ri in the Ugaritic texts. 31 Whatever
validity there may be in the theory of a gajil to

slli

be remembered that such is not the dominant tendency.

shi~t, 32 it must
Moreover, the degree

of plausibility in applying such a:El"inciple in the present case is greatly

7

diminished by the following considerations:

a)

The combination of two

short vowels (Cabir) is one of the less likely possibilities.

b)

The

supposed shift from cabir to Cibr did not occur according to our evidence
in extra-,biblical documents either earlier than or contemporary with the
appearances of ci:»r~ in the Bible.

rt is necessary to assume that the

shift took place first and only with the Hebrew authors.

And if we may

not assume that the Hebrew form is based on a previous shift to cibr
elsewhere, then proof is required within the Hebrew language itself, and
not merely, e . g. , from inner-Ca.naa.nite developments. of a shift from
qatil to .9.ill.33
CONCLUSION:

The complete phonetic equation of ,aa-BI-ru and

is at most a remote possibility.

cI'bri

If a difference in morphology may be

allowed while identity of denotation is also assumed (which is less plausible
in the case of a proper noun than an appellative) the differences in the
vowels could be readily accounted for and only the labial problem would
remain as a phonetic obstacle in the wa;y of the thesis of common derivation.

The degree of probability for such an approach depends upon the

question of the semantic equation (i.e. , similarity in significance would
lend plausibility to it, especially so if ,ba-BI...ru were not an ethnic term
and if traces of czprt as an appellative with the same meaning as ,ha-131-ru
were to be found in the Old Testament).

This matter of semantics may best

be considered in relation to the larger issue of the roles of the jp-BI- ru

and the Hebrews in the social-historical structure of the ancient Near East.

SOOIAL STATUS

9

II

SOCIAL STATUS

Beyond the possibilities of the phonetic equation of ,g.a-BI-ru and
ciart is the larger semantic question.

The meaning of these terms may be

sought through examination of the terms themselves and by a study of the
groups they designate.
the thing.

It is time, however. to subordinate the word to

Our subject, therefore, may now be formulated as the social

status of the CApiru and the Hebrews, which we shall seek to trace through
the meaning of the terms themselves
main issues are:

and.

the data in their contexts.

The

Are the cApiru an ethnic unit or perhaps a distinct

tribal entity though not necessarily without racial mixture?

Or

are they

a particular socio-economic class or professional guild, whether these be
inter-ethnic (i.e., within several ethnic groups as e.g., nup~'l.l, fugitives.
dependents, or mercenaries) or super-ethnic (i.e., composed of several
ethnic units as e.g. , the general category of nomadic tribes)?

And is

Ciprt always ethnic in meaning, or are there at least traces of an appellative usage in the Old Testament?

A.
1)

THE 0APmu

THE SIGNIFICATION OF ....HA-BI-RU

There are three avenues by which the meaning of the term j;!.a-l3I-ru ma.y
be approached:

its etymology, its ideographic equivalent, and its

morphology.
a)

Etymology of ,ha-BI-ru:

:Before the evidence accumulated for CAytn

as the first radical, many advocated a root hbr; 34 and especially since

10

the identity of the guttural has become certain. many have favored the
root °br either in the sense of •passing (from place to place)" or "being
a noma.c1.,n35 or in the sense of "crossing (the frontier)." i.e, a
foreigner.3 6 A meaning similar to those arrived at by the verb °br.
namely, "one from the other side (of the river),• is obtained if the
derivation is traced directly to the preposition cbr.37
Since the evidence has appeared for l? as the second radical, the
suggestion has been made that the root is ca.:ga.r, "du.st, 11 yielding the
derived meaning of "man of the steppe land"3 8 or •dusty (traveller)." 39
The semantic association on either alternative is dubious, however.

Goetze

has suggested a hypothetical Semitic •cpr, noting the Akkadia.n eperu,
nto provide," from which he would derive a verbal-adjective, epirum,
"one provided with food." 40
The further possibility remains that the root is non-Semitic.

That

it is not Akkadian has been maintained on the grounds that it begins with
C

an .Ayin,

41 there are no Akkadian roots (either lm!: or bbr) that yield a

suitable sense,

42 and the word is preceded in one Ama.rna letter43 by the

diagonal mark used there to designate glosses and non-Akka.dian words.

44

That it is not West Semitic has been argued on the grounds that no West
Semitic root

C

_E

provides a plausible meaning (which of course assumes

that the reading of the surd is assured) and that the verb bab/p~rE,
(regarded as a denominative from

iru) is found at Ku.J.tepe where a

loan from West Semitic was not possible.

45

La.ndsberger now holds that the

word is Hurrian or some other substratum of the Semitic dialects of our
46
documents.
Agreeable to the Hurrian derivation are the Nuzu personal

names ha-BI-ra and na-~I-i~-til-la, if these represent the same word as
our sa-BI-ru and if Purves is correct in his assumption of a Hurria.n

11
.
47
air) for them.
As for meaning, Landsberger says it is a

base

synonym of munnabtu48 and that he was thus correct in his early article•
11gabiru et Lulag.g.u," (1928), in suggesting the sense
traverse' la frontiere. 11
from the Egyptian °pr,
b)

11

e'tranger &ant

Albright has cited the possibility of derivation
11

to equip."49

The Ideogram SA""'°AZ:

In some passages SA--OAZ is to be read

abbatum, 50 but that this ideogram is frequently to be read as h!,--s3I-ru
is no longer seriously questioned.

51 If then na-DI"ru is a proper name.

its ideographic equivalent, SA--0.AZ, will provide a significant characterization
of that people--or possibly a calumnious caricature, i.e., if it was
originally applied to them by enemies.

If Jla.,:-DI-ru is an appellative. it

might, but not necessarily, be equivalent in meaning to SA--OAZ.
The Sumerian§! means "cord, tendon," and GAZ means "strike, kill;"
therefore, the meaning "strangler" or "murderer" suggests itself for the
combination SA..O.AZ. 52

'
Or i f ~ is a variant here for .§M! the meaning will

be "strike the head" or more simply •smite."

53

Further light may be sought from habbatum, the other equivalent of
SA--OAZ,.

The qa.ttal form from the root jlabft.tu, "plunder," would mean "robber. n54

The possibility may not be overlooked, however, that another meaning also
attached to aabbatum, for the idea of being tax-free is found in certain
other derivatives of sa,b~tu.. 55

Although the meaning "plunderer" lends itself

readily to certain unfavorable estimates of the general rol e of the cApiru.
the privilege of exemption from taxation would be more compatible with the
respectable status they clearly enjoy in some circumstances and, indeed,
it would not be incompatible with the role of the
even as servants at Nuzu or slaves in Egypt.
homonyms of the root

C

Apiru as mercenaries or

In addition, there are

abitu which require attention. 56

One is

abitu

12

meaning •obtain, receive."

Goetze suggests for t h e ~ professionis of

this root the meaning •one who obtains his livelihood from somebody else.
works for his livelihood, i.e •• without wages, merely for board and k:eep.n5 7
A second homonym means
notation.

experience, encounter,• apparently with evil con....
58
The qatjal of this root might mean •victim" or the like.
11

The further possibility exists that SA-GAZ is a pseudo-ideogram.
Such was formerly the position of Landsberger who said it was formed from
v
~v
,~~bum. 59
Akka.dian . sagga.sum
as "RA...0-AB i s f rom raw

It has been argued that

the variant spellings like SA--OA•.AZ and, especially, SAG~AZ confirm this
view.

60

while the objection has been leveled against it that the Amarna

spelling of GAZ by itself would then be inexplicable.
pseudo•ideogram formed from

sagga~~

61

If SA..OAZ is a

its meaning might, indeed,be •murderer.•

62

But another possibility lies in the fact that in the Gilgamesh Epic

saggas'um is used for Enkidu, describing him as an uncivilized native of the
wild steppe-lands.

It has also been suggested that sagga~u may have been

colored with the connotation of west Semitic
64
or •one who is restive.•

•sgs6J

and so meant •disturber•

As to how SAt-OAZ and ~BI•ru became interchangeable, the possibilities
may be indicated here although any decision will depend in part on the still
to be considered question of whether h!:-BI-ru is a proper name.

The simplest

explanation, if both terms are not proper nouns, would lie in a semantic
equation of the two.

Such would be the case if, for example, SA..OAZ

signified ha,bbitu in the sense of "one who receives support" and a-l3I-ru
meant •one provided for.•

A less direct semantic relation might also

account for the interchange.
as "murderer• or • thug" and

An example of this would be

a-JH...ru as •nomad."

SA-GAZ understood

65 Or• the usage migb. t be

explained on historical grounds quite apart from semantic considerations.

13
For example, if it be supposed that the SA-GAZ were of every, or at least
mixed, race but were predominantly cApiru, the secondary equivalence,
SA-GAZ-ba-:SI-r~ might arise. 66

Or, if the cAPiru were generally disliked~

they might have received as a name of opprobrium, SAt-0.AZ,
c)

Morphology:

68

The spelling

shortened from ii-um to~.

•

thugs.• 67

BI-ru could be the gentilic

69 But the fact that the feminine is found at

Nuzu. as ha-~I-ra-tu70 rather than the feminine gentilic
suggest that the ambiguous

0

•

•

BI-.-.ru is also non-gentilic.

BI-ri~i•tu would
The situation is.,

however, complicated by several instances of both earlier and later varieties
of the gentilic forms, i.e.,

•

BI~ru,...~71 and J;!,.a-B~-e.72 respectively.

The form ha•BI-ru-u seems to be a stereotyped gentilic, for it is used as
masculine and feminine and in the singular and plural of each gender. 73
Moreover, the awfl babili type of gentilic formation is found in awflat
74
75
na.-BI-ri
and awtl ha...,l3I-ri • .
This variety of forms is paralleled in the forms used, for example,
in the Old Testament for "Israelite."

In addition to the rare gentilic

., '.Jx1(b-i • the common )~7Vr' ~ J 3.. • and ~.x1UP (JJ°"•~ the simple
··•::~

··1:·

·• :

·•7:•

may be used with the meaning "Israelite(s).•

76

•

,~.:1UJ,
·•7:

•

It would seem possible then

that the simple form p,a.-:SI-ru (or for the feminine, aa,-13I,-ra.-tu) is
interchangeably with the gentilic l3!-BI•ru-u in an ethnic sense.

1E

ed

77

There is thus an adequate explanation of the variety of forms, i.e.,
if they are all understood as denoting an ethnic group.

But it is difficult

to account for all the facts on the assumption that wear• dealing with an
appellative.

While it is true that the gentilic is simply the adjectivalized

form of the noun and is not necessarily ethnic, the gentilic forms of
ha-~I~ru can hardly be disposed of with that observation.

For the question

would remain as to why, if ,e.a-~I-ru were already an aptly descriptive

14
appellative, it would ever have been adjectivalized. 78
ha-l3m•s.-a

Moreover, the

type formation is used to adjectivalize the names of nations

only .. 79
2)

CONTEXTUAL EV !DENCE

Throughout a millennium of Na:r Eastern history persists a specific
something called the cApiru.
continuing entity?
unity.

80

What is the identifying mark of this long

Conceivably it might be national, racial or ethnic

But if the common denominator lies elsewhere, what is it?

This

is a crux and, indeed• the crux of the whole complex inquiry into the
identity of the 0 Apiru.

The problem then becomes that of discovering the

fundamental trait which is inclusive enough to comprehend al l t he 0 Apiru, but
is sufficiently exclusive to be characteristic of the
a)

CRITICAL SURVEY OF

0

Apiru alone .

vr:mws

Among the earlier suggestions were the views that the cApi ru were
81
82
prisoners of war or foreignieoenemies
or bound exiles.
The failure of
these concepts to do justice to the rapidly accumulating texts was soon
recognized.
(1)

NOMADISM
Another view, also early proposed but more popular and still

advocated, seeks to define the CApiru in terms of nomadism. 8J

Usually

this identifying feature has been somehow qualified, as by Noth who believed
to be the self-designation of nomads who had entered a settled
area and tented there without property rights.

84

Still further removed

from the idea of pure desert nomad.ism was the view of Speiser that the
cApiru "were nomads not in the same sense as the Bedouin, but in so far as
they were not settled permanently in any definite locality; as such they
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were naturally foreigners to all with whom they came in contact so that the
name would come to denote both nomads and foreigners of a certain type.n 85
This interpretation of the CApiru was suggested by such data as their
wide dispersal, the impression in the Mari texts of their being roving
raiders, 86 the migration of individual cApiru to Nuzu,87 their "cruising
habit" seen in the Amarna letters (or even their large-scale invasion of
or migration into Canaan and vicinity according to certain current interpretations of those letters), the occasional reference to them in texts in
association with the nomadic Sutu,88 and the still-supported assumption of
the root cbr for ,ha-BI-ru
Offsetting such an impression of the cApiru as a variety of semi-nomads
is the evidence that identifies them either as to present residence or
origin with particular localities and depicts them as a.n integrated element
in settled communities, both on the western and eastern ends of the Crescent.
From Ras Shamra comes the text of a 13th century Hittite-Ugaritic
treaty89 which reveals the presence of a specific SA-GAZ territory in the
realm of the Hittite king.

Agreeably, a Hittite text 90 dealing with a

temple and its property refers to a particular ha-BI-ri settlement.

In

the tax-lists of Niqmad II, ld.ng of Ugarit in the 14th century, there is
mentioned the town, Halab of the SAG-GAz91 (written llJJ?_ 0 prm in alphabetic
texts), 92 or perhaps the quarter of Hal.ab belonging to the SAG-GAz.93
Further evidence of CApiru settlements in Palestine-Syria is found in the
15th century Idri-mi inscription, 94 which seems to be correctly interpreted
bys. Smith when he says that the cApiru are here pictured as a tribal
unit (rather than slaves or prisoners or any general social type) holding
open country near the town of Ammia.95

Indeed the SA-GAZ texts generally

from Alalah's 15th century level identify the SA-GAZ with permanent
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settlements in localities all about Alalah. 96

Possibly it is in terms of

these cApiru settlements in Syria on the eve of the Amarna letter period that

L'CJ.MES
the Amarna forms

Kr97
SA--C-AZ

LU.MES
and

KI98
l,a-BI-ri

are to be und.er-

etood.99
Meanwhile from the eastern arm of the Fertile Crescent comes evidence
of settled CApiru there.

The 15th century Nuzu documents identify variom

CApiru with particular lands and cities:
and "from Zarimena. 11

102

"from Ashur,"lOO

11

from Akka.d"lOl

And, of course, the servant status of the CApiru

in the Nuzu area was far from nomadic. 103

Earlier, in the Mari age, the

CApiru mode of life seems similar to their status in Amarna age Palestine.
But some Mari texts possibly reflect a more permanent association of the
CApiru with certain towns than that of temporary military quarters; 104
as in the cases, for example. of thirty Yamutbalite cApiru105 and the
CApiru man from Eshnunna. 106

Additionally. it is probable that when

the CApiru were engaged as auxiliary troops by Hammurapi 107 and earlier,
in the Larsa dynasty,
is an economic text

108

109

they had their own settlements.

Relevant here

from Susa during the first dynasty of Babylon which

mentions as one of the localities, apparently on the Ela.mite-Babylonian
boundaries, where Amorita troops (ERIM MAR,TU) were quartered, a place
KI

called na,-BI~ri

•

Complete certainty on the relation of the CApiru to

this place is not possible.

Perhaps cApiru had founded the village or

were at this time quartered there.
( 2)

DEPENDENCY

The accumulation of such evidence has led to the judgment that we
see the cApiru in our texts evolving from a semi-nomadic life into a
settled state. 110

Indeed. Greenberg in his comprehensive study of the

question has gone far beyond that and presents the thesis

11

that the
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SA-GAZ/g. were an element of the settled rather than of the desert or
nomadic population."
element.

With few exceptions they are dependents-of states, cities, or

individuals."
trait:

They "appear usually as a recognized societal

111

And that, according to Greenberg, is the identifying

"capiru is the appellation of a population element composed of

diverse ethnic elements, having in common only a generally inferior social
status."

112

The majority of them were of urban origin, their dependent

status being due to the fact that they were as a rule foreigners in the
towns where they are found, plus the fact that there were among them
vagrant elements.

lU As for the term., he believes the only explanation

that does justice to this socially dependent status is Goetze 1 s derivation
from Semitic • cpr, with verbal adjective Capir meaning, •one provided for"
(cf. ,babbitu in the meaning "one who receives•).

And •just as the socio-

legel classifications b,upau and mu~kenu became international currency for
similar classes in distinct cultures, so, apparently, was the case of

In giving due attention to the often neglected evidence for the settled

status of many 0 Apiru, Greenberg performs a service.

But the question is

whether he has over-,.vaulted in his reaction to nomadic theories and more
precisely in his identifying inferior, dependent, urbanite status as the
common denominator of the cApiru.

Admittedly, social inferiority is the

cApiru lot in some situs,tions, as witness the Nuzu servant contracts, the
texts describing CApiru in Egypt, a Hittite ritua1 115 which delineates the
Hittite social scale, and, indeed, the mass of evidence which has produced
the impresaion that semi-nomadism was the characteristic cApiru mode of
life.

But while it is apparent that so vague a common denominator as

generally inferior social status has the convenient advantage of spacious"
ness for purposes of enfolding all the CApiru data, it is equally apparent
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that it has the fatal disadvantage of characterizing numerous other groups

quite as well as and even more successfully than it does the cApiru.
Greenberg, therefore, refines this definition by inserting into it
the element of dependency.

Now undeniably there are times when dependency

characterizes the cApiru, as witness, e.g., the Old ~abylonian administrative texts and some more recently noticed Nuzu ration lists.

116

Neverthe-

less9 it appears that this common denominator is inadequate for there are
numerous instances of cApiru 9 both individually and collectively, who were
not in a dependent status or even a socially inferior status.
For the Syrian area there are several witnesses.

A 14th century record117

of Mursilis Ills arbitration of a dispute between his vassal cities of
Barga and Carchemish discloses that a SA-GAZ named Tette is the head of
Barga (as well as of Nubassi)

118

and that the city of Iya.ruwatas had been

given to his grandfather by the Hurrian king.

At Uga.rit certain A,kkadian

texts reveal the SA.--OAZ men apparently in the role of government officials.
Among other privileges a grantee receives immunity from serving as royal
messenger and from having either an ubru or

LU.MES

SA-GAZ-ZA enter his house.

J. Lewy observes that the word ubru is used in the Kfiltepe texts in the
sense of a "stranger" or "guest" and concludes that the parallelism here
of ubrum and SA-GAZ is evidence "that b,abiru denotes a particular class of
aliens.n 120

In another of the Uga.ritic texts, however, immunity from the

entry of t h e ~ into the house is connected with the declaration that the
121
grantee1s possessions will not enter the palace.
The ubru, therefore,
would seem to be a government collector while the SA-GAZ found in the text
in association with the ubru would also seem to be an agent of the government.

His function (to judge especially from the Alalah texts) was probably

I
that of conscripting men and materiel
for military enterprises.

This

119
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conclusion is confirmed by a fragmentary Alalah name list which indicates
the professional positions of those listed.
cribed as

LU

ha-BI-ri.

One such position is des•

That it was a government office of some eminence

follows from the fact that two persons thus designated appear between an
~

~

awil biti, •officer of the palace• and a mar sar-ru. •prince."

122

Among

the positions held by individual SA-GAZ in the Alalah sphere were those
123
A
124
of the hazannu official,
the bar~riest
and the chariot-owning
marya.nnu.125
Other instances of individual cApiru enjoying some measure of social
eminence are found in the earliest and latest strata of the extant cApiru
register.

The cApiru we see in the 19th century B.

c.

As:!a Minor are free

men of wealth capable of pl,ying a high ransom and operating in the service
of a prince. 126

In the 12th c,entury B.

c. there is Harbisip~ the cApiru,

influential in the court of Mutakkil•Nusk:u. of Assyria, and in fact, the
power behind the throne according to the remarks of Ninurta.-nadin...sumati of
the second dynasty of Isin. 12 7 And in the 11th century B.

c.

there is

Kudurra, the cApiru, friend of the Babylonian king Mard~he-eriba from
whom he receives a royal grant of land. 128
There are also those general historical situations where the cApiru
collectively are found operating as independently organized bodies.

Accord-

ing to the Mari texts the cApiru at times conducted independent razzias in
the region of Upper Mesopotamia in the manner of nomads and semi-nomads. 129
That their autonomous activities were not confined to this area in the 18th
century appears from the date formula on an Alalab. document reading, •the
year king Irkabtum made peace with Shemuba and the CA,piru warriors. • 130
Peace treaties are not formulated between kings and dependent social classes.
A similar role is played by the 0 Apiru in Palestine in the Amarna age. for
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their service, whether in the employ of native chieftains or of the
Egyptians, was also on a free-booting basis.

Moreover, if the SA-GAZ of

the Akka.dian omen texts may be equated with 0 Apiru groups, the cApiru
were notorious for their incursions into settled commwiities .

For the

standard prognostication attending unfavorable omens is "the SA-GAZ will
appear in the land . "

lJl

A concluding evaluation may now be offered for the theories that the

cApiru common denominator (and the appellative significance of 88:""'RI-ru)
may be expressed in terms of either (semiM)noma.dism or urbanite dependent
status .

As for the question of semi~nomadic or settled state, due attention

to all the evidence compels the conclusion that it is not a matter of
either/or but both/and.

The cApiru are found in both states according to

the molding influence of historical circumstances .
this for the term

The significance of

-BI--ru is that it renders unconvincing an appellative meani

founded on either of these opposite aspects of their chequered career.
Moreover, such appellative ideas would be too general to be distinctive
of only those known as cApiru.

All the desert roamers along the fringe of

the Fertile Crescent had the same type of relationship with the inhabitants
of the Sown as the

0 Apiru

in their semi~nomadic moments; 132 and surely the

settled cApiru held no monoply on that condition.
Much the same criticism applies mutatis mutandis to Greenbergf s emphasis
on dependency.

Numerous instances have been cited where the idea of dependency

is altogether inappropriate, and there are others where dependent status,
though not awkward, is not the compelling significance of the ,ha.-EI-ru or
SA--OAZ designation.
as

11

Greenberg is aware of these but is able to regard them

few exceptions" a.nd not characteristic of "the core of the SA-GAZ/H.
..... 1113.3

We cannot agree that it does justice to all these data to dismiss them as
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a-typical. What forbids one's regarding the free-booting phases as the
typical and the instances of dependency as the a-typical? 134 And whichever
way the scale might tilt on this, it will be a case of both/and even if it

is a case of more/less. And again the effect of this is to make precarious if not impossible the view that the tenn lla.-BI-ru is an appellative
with a meaning descriptive of dependent status-or of its opposite. Moreover, even if it could more successtully be shown that the 0 Apiru were
characteristically dependent it could not be shown that all dependents
were cApiru or, in other words, that .ha-BI-ru was an appellative signifying
dependent status applicable to any and all who were in such a status.135
The identifying trait of the cApiru would still be elusive,
(3)

FOREIGNNESS

A characteristic which would be canpa.tible with any of the contrasting theories already surveyed and was, indeed, explicitly mentioned as a

subordinate element by same of their advocates, 136 is that of foreignness. 137
By itself, however, foreignness is too broad a characteristic to provide
the solution to our common denominator riddle.

No matter how successfully

it might be shown that all the cApiru were foreigners where they are found,
it could always be shown that there were in those same places other
foreigners, not identified with the CApiru.

But what if the concept of

foreignness be .more specifically circumscribed; might it not then have the
qualities of comprehensiveness and specificity both of which are necessary
for an appellative?

There are enough scholars who believe it might, to make

this approach in one variety or another the most popular answer abroad today
for the .ha-BI-ru question.
The position of J. Lewy has consistently been that the cApiru were
immigrant foreigners or resident aliens, who having left their native lands.
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found their living elsewhere in the service of governments or, less frequently, in the service of private citizens.138 Dhorme now believes
that the cApiru. were emigrants who fied to a strange country tor one reason
or _another; in short, displaced persons.139 A. Alt has long held that the
CApiru were a congeries of rootless characters whose former fortunes and
social position had suffered shipwreck in the turmoil of changing orders
and who thus torn loose from former tribal connections found themselves
without standing., means, or rights in a new order.140 B. Landsberger
even earlier141 presented and still maintains a similar view:

the CApiru.

are ethnically mixed bands of family-less., tribe-less., isolated fugitives
in foreign lands.142 J. Bottero., finally, aligns himself with the LewyLandsberger-Alt approaches which he deems complementary and, taken together,
a comprehensive enough framework for all the .pp.-BI-ru texts.

In developing

this, Bottero's chief emphasis falls on flight trom original environment
as the CApiru camnon denominator.143
In these variations of the view that the 0 Apiru are those who have
crossed the boundaries into foreign territory there are two elements:

the

present condition of the one who has crossed the frontier and the past
cause that led him to do so (or the manner in which he did so).

It will

be our first concern to indicate that those varieties ot this approach
which emphasize the fugitive's present condition are unsuccessful in their
effort to discover the definitive feature of the cApiru.
Lewy emphasizes the resident, servile character of the "bapiru" inmdgran~
In that respect his position is about identical with Greenberg's definition
in terms of settled, dependent status and it is open to the same criticisms.

Even it Lewy 1 s definition were more adequately comprehensive it would not
be sufficiently specific.

For example, the CApiru. do appear to be alien

2.3
servants as they are seen in the realm of the Hittites but what then ia
the distinction between the CApiru and the Lulahhu, who were also foreign
servants ther ?

Or did not the Sutu play the same role of foreign mer-

cenaries in Amarna age Palestine as did the cApiru from whom they are
nevertheless distinguished'!!!!as they are also in the Idri-mi inscription?145
And while a.t Nuzu the cApiru were new arrivals in the Mitannian area and

servants to the state and to private individuals, other foreign servants
not identifiable as cApiru worked side by side with them there. 146
Landsberger, Alt and Dhorme accent the negative in describing the
condition of the
native lam.
rootless.

0 Apiru

subs quent to his crossing the frontier of his

He is family-less, tribeless, property-less, right-less,

The individuals, according to Landsberger, give their name to

the bands in which they organized themselves.

The relation of these to

the more settled population blocks depended on the condition of the latter.
If the local authority was stable and strong the

0 Apiru

w re content; to be

dependents in the state employ; if things were anarchic, the

0 Apiru

played

the independent opportunists.
This en.l.uation of -the

0 Apiru

does not, however, satisfy all the

evide_n ce..., It has been observed above that Lewy insists,

am correctly,

that the Nuzu texts refute Lamsberger' s repeated assertion that the cApiru
were "heimatlos" am without "Familienzugehorigkeit. 1147 And it is quite
impossible to take account of the status of the cApiru in Syria from about
the 13th to 15th centuries B.C. (and possibly for a considerable while
earlier) as revealed in the Ugarit and Alalah material and to conclude
that it was of the essence of the 0 Apiru status to be property-less, rightless and rootless.

For in that situation is found a large cApiru population

with its own property holdings am cattle, with its share of goverrment

2.4
officials, aristocracy-, military officers, and cultic functionaries148
I

along with its contributions to the lwer ranks of wardum, 149 Lt,!ear-ra.-gul50
~d shepherd.151 Neither does it appear that there is any solid basis for
Alt 1 s evaluation of the cApiru of the Amarna letters as being a social
class in revolt. 152
Bottero has benefited frcm witnessing so intimately the Paris conflict
of the savants on this problem, for he recognizes the partial validity
of their various mutually- contradictory theories and he is impressed with
the fact that each cancels out its opposite as a candidate for the sine gu.a. non
of nCApiru-ness.nl53 He believes, however, that all the antinomies can be
resolved by the supposition that the cApiru were refugees, men who had fled
r

their native lands.

This would explain why they appear as strangers,

they are found well-nigh everywhere, and
names.

why'

why'

they have such a variety of

It would account for the fact that some settled down in assigned

places subject to the local authorities, while others organized into
independent, outlaw ban:is.

It would account, too, for the fact that while

some may have been absorbed into the new culture, others preserved some
of their native traditions and thus are found, for example, to have their
own gods.

It would also explain why the term ha-BI-ru sometimes denotes

a social class (i.e., fugitives) and yet is used as the equivalent of an
ethnic term (i.e., they were all men of foreign origin who had renounced
their place of origin).154 What fortune, from kingship to slavery, might
not befall the fugitive C.&piru?

In support of this cApiru-fugitive equation, Bottero appeals to the
general fact that flight into strange countries was a common phenomenon in
the Near East, especially in the 2nd millennium B.c. 155 He appeals also
to certain specific items in cApiru texts:

in a treaty of Hattusilis III
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with the king of Ugarit, the Hittite monarch pledges himself to the extradition of all subjects of the Ugaritic king, whether of high or low social
status, who revolt against their king and flee into the territory of the
SA-GAZ ot the Hittite king. 156 That SA-GAZ is here to be read .ha-BI-ru
and

not Jl,abbatu is clear from the fact that ordinary robbers would not be

so ·available to the control of the Hittite king that he cou1d engage himself to return refugees hiding among them. From the tact observable here
that the territory of the 0 Apiru among the Hittites was the natural haven
.tor political refugees or runaway slaves heading in that direction from
Ugarit, Botte'ro would draw the conclusion tba.t the cApiru were those who
had escaped from some former social .environment into a new country.157
While the just-mentioned treaty appears to Bott~ro the only text
that offers the elements for a definition, he finds that other texts confirm
that definition. A Cappadocian text dealing with one Shupiahshu who
leaves Kanish for the country of Ziluna in order to escape from his creditors,
describes this action by means of the verbal form iJ:t-BI-ar-ma.158 According
to Landsberger, this verb, ".hai;;m:um," is a denominative from ".hapiru"; 159
according to J. Lewy, it is an Akkadianized form corresponding to West
Semitic °hr. "pass over, st and :ba-BI-ru is derived from it.160 In either
case, i.t there is any etymol gical connection one way or another between
this verb and .h@,-BI-ru, the meaning of the latter would be "fugitive st or
"one who crosses over the frontier." But it is uncertain whether or not
that is a condition which is contrary to .tact.
In a letter written by Iasim-El to the court at Mari, the author

mentions an °Apiru who had fled from Eshunna and in search of whom he is
161
engaged, perhaps for purposes of extradition.
Idri-mi, when he had to nee from Aleppo and tailed to find satisfactor7
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asylum elsewhere, came am abode among the CApiru warriors during the
seven years ot his political exile before his restorati n to his throne.162
Similar is the experience in Canaan of the king of Hazor who left
his city and went over to the SA-GAz, 1 6.3

So

also did Amanhatbi, a. lord of

Hazi, when loyalist forces brought pressure to bear on bim.164

And

Iapahi

of Gezer laments that his ;younger brother having revolted against him had
departed and given over his two hands to the SA-GAZ.165
Finally, Bottero suggests with less force that the Nuzu contracts
give the impression of dealing with fugitives in the case of the cApiru who
are from Assyria or Akkad am who in some cases have arrived within the
year.166 Even less cogently he appeals to the cApiru of the Alishar text
who are held for ransom.
In this connection may be recalled the observation of Landsberger that

peoples who used Akkadian or I Accadogranmes" and in whose language munnabtu
is frequent do not Employ the word "bapiru" and vice versa. 167
This formulation of Bottero then is not comnitted to any specific traits
as essential to the condition of an cApiru-inmigrant in his new environment
( other than the f oreigness involved in his being an immigrant) but would
rather discover the mark of the cApiru in the circumstances of his emigration.
His view is, therefore, not as vulnerable as the others to direct contradiction by specific documentary evidence; for though there is considerable
infonnation concerning the area where BottJro is non-conmittal, the recon. struction of the phase of the CApiru career which he singles out as their
hallmark is much more a matter of deduction from scattered hints .

At the
I

same time such an approach places the burden of proof heavily on Bottero 's
position and it is exceedingly doubtful that the supporting data are adequate
to sustain the load. The argument for the meaning of "fugitive" frcm the
term ha-BI-ru itself hangs from a thread.

The one CApiru fugitive hounded
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by Iasim-El is after all the lone CApiru of all our documents caught in the
act of flight.

And while there is a strong case for the fact that an

CApiru camp or settlement was, in some areas at least, about as good a
pl.ace as any for a fugitive to find concealment or refuge beyond the reach
of authorities, whether nearby or remote, that is certainly not proof
that all or even a large percentage of the CApiru were themselves .tu.gitives.
Other explanations of the phenomenon are ready at band.

In the instances

from the Amarna letters, for example, it is clearly a case of native leaders
seeking refuge among independent. bands of mercenary troops.

Among the

Hittites, the SA-GAZ were a foreign settlement and as such a more logie&l.
goal for a fugitive than a native Hittite center where extradition laws
could be more readily enforced. Moreover it is most unlikely that an
appellative that designated a man as having been a .tu.gitive or even as the
descendant of one who had been a fugitive would persist as the identifying
epithet of men long after they or even their fathers had becane an integrated
and respected element in a given social structure. Such appears to have
been the case with the 0 Apiru at least in and around Alalah. 168

b) ETHNIC UNITY
Up to this point in our probe for the cApiru camion denaninator the
popular current assumption has been allowed that the CApiru possessed no
national., racial, or ethnic unity.
unchallenged in recent studies.

That assumption is not altogether

It is necessary, therefore, to examine the

possibility of some sort of ethnic unity, especially in view of the unsatisfactory nature, as the present writer

sees

it, of the efforts t

identify

the specific trait of the CApiru in terms of some social class.
Several matters require attention in this examination:

the CApiru

names, their wide dispersal, their gods., and the problems of accretions to
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their ranks and of their relationships with other groups, social and ethnic.
(1)

Names:

The onomastic evidence is often urged in support of

a non-ethnic view of the cApiru for the names they bear range inside and

outside the Semitic sphere.

"The Analyzable Old Babylonian names are

Akkadian; those from Alalah are, with few exceptions, non-Semitic; one of the

two from Anatolia is non-Semitic; from Babylon and Ashshur of the Middle period..
Kassite. At Nuzi H. names, mostly Akkadian, differ in a marked degree from
those of the local (in this case, Hurrian) population. 11169 Caution, however.,
is required in drawing ethnic conclusions from onomastic data.

A migratory

group, even if ethnically self-conscious, will ad.opt names current in the
lands they visit, for imitation of the higher social strata of the environ-

° Certainly that was the practice of the

ment is a comnon human foible. 17

Israelites and the CApiru (whatever else they were not) were equally
human. While, therefore, the onoma.stic data is obviously compatible with
a non-ethnic view it is explicable on an ethnic view.

On the latter view., the

cApiru will everywhere have assimilated their names to the indigenous population

except., as far as the evidence goes, at Nuzu where they were apparently recently

.

arrived from a Semitic area and even there the process of assimilation to
Hurrian names

may

be seen to have begun.

(2) Wide Dispersal:

The wide geograJirl,cal as well as chronological

distribution of the CApiru has earned for them in modern studies the
epithet, "ubiquitous." And this wide dispersal throughout the Fertile
Crescent and adjacent areas has been judged to be a difficulty for an
ethnic interpretation of them. Nevertheless, this feature is not decisive
in favor of a non-ethnic view, for it would be explicable on the assumption
that islands of cApiru population were left in the wake of large scale

am long range tribal migration.171 It is true that the notion of a general
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westward movement of the CApiru from Babylonia about the Fertile Crescent
is too much dependent on the accident of archival discovery an:i is not
suggested by the fact that, even according to pl"esent evidence, the cApiru
are found from Sum.er to Alalah and Alishar by the 19th and 18th centuries.
If, therefore, the cApiru are an ethnic element, their wide dispersal might

better be envisaged as so

many

deposits of a large ethnic wave that washed

over the Fertile Crescent before even our earliest extant mention of the
CApiru in Babylonia.

I.t so, there then arises the question of whether their

ultimate origins were from the desert enclosed by the Crescent or from the
tracts beyond.
We

may

conclude then that the broad geographical distribution of the

CApiru, while it is agreeable to other theories of the specific unity of the
CApiru, does not make impossible the theory of ethnic unity. And it would
help to explain, on an ethnic basis, the apparent lack of national consciousness among the scattered cApiru and their failure to make a concerted effort
to achieve sane coIID!lon destiny and renown.
The references to the "gods of the cApirunl72 in the

(3) Gods:

Hittite treaties come as no surprise on the assumption that the 0 Apiru were
an ethnic or tribal group.

It would not be as common for inter-ethnic

professional groups to have guild deities173 and it is unlikely that a
174
general social class had its own gods.
Also to be accounted far is the appearance of the god db.a-BI-ru in
an Assyrian "Gotteradressbueh0175 and in Hittite rituals. 176 Jirku concluded
that dh,.-BI-ru was the "stammesgott" of the cApiru, 177 (cf. Ashur).

If

that is so, this dp-BI-ru would be one of the unnamed ngods of the 0 Apiru11
in view in the Hittite treaties.
/

It is possible that the sjmi]arity of

-

dha-BI-ru and 1°t)a-BI-ru is accidental, 178 but otherwise there could be
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here evidence of the tribal character of the CApiru in the appearance ot
their eponymous tribal god.1 79

(4)

Accretions:

In opposing the view that the CApiru were an ethnic

or tribal unit Greenberg appeals to what he believes to be evidence in the
Amarna letters for accretions to the cApiru ranks.180 Thus, Abdi-Ashirta
is called the ~ n . 181 Again, "the townsmen of Lachish, after committing
182
an offense against the king, are said to 'have become!!•'"
There is
also Amanhatbi who "fled to the SA-GAZ men. 11183
Incidentally, these texts are on Greenberg's own interpretation of
them singularly ill-chosen proof texts for his thesis that dependent status
was the

0 Apiru

hallmark.

For on his interpretation certain non-CApiru

became cApiru by the act of revolting from dependence under certain authori-

ties in order to engage in independent enterprise.

Actually, it is far

more plausible to interpret the texts in question to mean simply that certain
villagers and leaders of Canaan in rebelling against Pharaoh and his
loyalists were identifying themselves with the efforts of the guerrilla
bands of CApiru, who, though they might hire out to Pharaoh's agents if it
were convenient, were chiefly notorious for their 'd efiance of Egyptian
authority and interests in Canaan.

In so doing, these Canaanites became

"like ~ e n11184 but did not actually become SA-GAZ.

(5)

Relationships of the cApiru with other Groups:

In various texts

the cApiru appear in lists as one of several itemized groups.

By observing

the character of the groups with which the cApiru are compared and contrasted
something may be learned of their nature.

In a Hittite ritual designed to counteract "quarrel" the 0 Apiru
/

V

(LU.MES.ba-BI-ri-ia-as) appear in a list of social classes.185 The first

pa.rt of this list deals with the upper

am

the second with the lower strata
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of society•186 Heading the second part of the list are the i:aired Lulahhu
and eApiru, who are thus intermediate between the freeborn citizens and
the slaves. This pairing of the Lulahhu and the CApiru is common in

187 and treaties.
·
The Lulahhu are the people of Lullu and

Hittite rituals

it would thus appear that the CApiru were also an ethnic group and that
when these two ethnic groupa188 appear together in a list of Hittite social
classes, they represent the social class of foreigners or "barbarians"
among the Hittites.
Several of the Egyptian °Apiru texts belong in this category.
Memphis Stele of Amenophis II, 3,600

"2"

In the

are cited among the captives

carried off by the Pharaoh on his second Asiatic campaign. They are
pr ceded by 127 (or '2l.7 or 144) princes of

"!E'!!!" (a designation of Syro-

Palestine) ao:I. 179 brothers of princes, ao:I. they are followed by three terms
which are geographical in connotation:

V
/
(
15,200 "S.1s.w"
Bedouin, especially

to the south of Palestine), 36,300 "~" (the settled population of Palestine
and

Syria, the term itself corresponding to .Hurri), and 15,070 "Ngs" (people

of Nuhassi). 189 The intermediate position of the 0 Apiru, in the order of
the list and numerically, between the aristocracy and the ethnic terms makes
it difficult to determine whether the cApiru were a social class or ethnic
group.

Their place in the arrangement would indicate, however, that if they

were non-ethnic they were in the eyes of the Egyptians an important, perhaps,

semi-aristocratic group.
Ramses III left a kind of testamentary enactment stating the properties

accumulated by the temples of Thebes, Heliopolis, and Memphis through his
benefactions.1 90 In the Heliopolitan section the serfs of the temple are
listed as follows:

'warriors, sons of (foreign) princes, maryannu, cpr-w,

1

am the settlers who are

in this place:

2,093 persons.nl9l Altogether a

.32
total of 12,.364 persons were added to the Heliopolitan estates.
In the Wadi Hammamat there is a stele erected in the third year of

Ramses IV by a large expedition of 8,.362 men (not counting sane 900 who
perished on the desert journey and in the quarry labors) sent to procure
monumental blocks of stone.192 The personnel are recorded in full.
the list is the high priest of Amon.

Heading

Then follow 9 civil and military

officers of rank (Nos. 2-10), 412 subordinate officers (Nos. 11-16, 18, 21, 22)J
5,000 infantry (No. 17), 800 Cpr(w) of the bowmen of cnt (or Cnr) (No. 19),
2,000 slaves (No. 20), 1.30 quarrymen and stone-cutters (No. 25), and 10

trained artificers and artists (Nos. 2.3, 24, 26, 27).
Similarly, two hieratic papyri19.3 from Memphis dated to the reign of
Ramses II depict Cpr-w working alongside men of the arm;r and dragging
apparently large blocks of stone on wheelless sledges for work on a royal
building or temple.

Even though these texts, which are in the form of

instructions to a scribe to issue grain to the workers,

may

be model letters

to teach the art of writing, they envisage real situations.194
From these texts it appears that the cApiru were in the eyes of the
Egyptians a clearly distinguishable and countable group, distinct from the
Bedouin and from the general population of Syro-Palestine. That does not
favor the theory that the cApiru were an indistinct social class such as
dependents or fugitives or nomads.1 95 Of course in Egypt itself they are
prisoners of war and often, therefore, slaves; but this social status is
local and secondary. More precisely, to the Egyptians the CApiru were a
military corps from Syro-Pal.estine which was somehow but clearly distinct
from other such military forces both general (e.g., the Hr-w) and elite
(e.g., Mryn-w), and which as observed, ranked above the ordinary population.
Egyptian evidence does not locate the 0 Apiru in any specific ·geographic area196
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nor in itself clearly suggest or forbid that they were an ethnic unit.197
At times ,b.a-BI-ru is used as at least the equivalent of an ethnic
term.

For example, one Mari text records that "the men of Talhaya and the

CApiru have raided Luhaya.. 0198 This type of coordination with an ethnic
term, however, does not prove that the CApiru were necessarily an ethnic
group but only' that they possessed some canmon feature which served as
effectively as ethnic unity to distinguish them from others.

It does suggest

though that the CApiru stood in ethnic detachment from the rest of the
COlIID.unity where they are found.

On

the other hand the possibility of the

cApiru constituting an ethnic unity is not disproved by texts which specify
a certain town, country or area as their place of immediate origin.199
Such texts might also be interpreted as being concerned with a somehow
distinct and detached population element (possibly even an intrusive ethnic
stock) not indigenous to and perhaps only temporarily located in the place
in question.
The major considerations bearing on the possibility of CApiru ethnic
unity have now been surveyed.

It should also be mentioned in this connection,

however, that there are indications of family relationships

200

and self-

contained communities or tribal organi.zation201 in the CApiru pattern of
life.

The evidence of morphology, it may also be recalled, seemed to be

most reasonably interpreted as pointing to an ethnic group.

The conclusion

indicated is that it is easiest to account for all the facts on the assumption
that at least the core of the 0 Apiru constituted an ethnic unity.
c)

ETHNO-PROFESSIONAL STATUS

The foregoing conclusion ne d not mean that ethnic unity and identity
was the only or even the dominant element in the conception and reality

denoted by the term

•
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BI-ru.

As a matter of tact it is their professional

character which frequently is in the f oregroum as the term ha-BI-ru
appears in the record of their life and exploits.
role is military.

And that professional

If nothing else is obvious about the cApiru, and

apparently nothing else is, nevertheless that they are almost everywere
202
and always engaged as fighting men is obvious.
They are repeatedly
found functioning as mercenaries manning state garrisons--as at Ur, Larsa,
Babylon, Susa and in Anatolia-or conducting razzias along the Euphrates
and throughout Palestine am Syria or enduring the fate of military captives

in Egypt.

It is not maintained here that ha-BI-ru is in our documents an appellative
which denotes some type of' military activity.

ija-BI-ru is rather a proper

name the etymology of which, even if Imo,m to the authors of these documents,
was not their conscious concern in employing it.

The denotation of ha-BI-ru

is a twin thing, the correlative elements of which are a particular ethnic
character and a particular military function.

As a proper noun it does,

locally at least, develop a specialized significance.

/

Thus there is the

LUha.-BI-ri officer of Alalah, 203 (cf. SA-GAZ officer of Ugarit)

204

and in

some areas it is quite likely that only the military connotation of the
term was in the user ts mind even when he used it (not of an individua.l officer
but) of members of the group generally.
Old Babylonian and Egyptian texts.

Such seems to be the case in the

In the Alalah material (which is more

fully examined imnediately below), and in that of Ras Shamra and Amarna
the ethnic connotation is apparently adjectival and the military substantival.
Of outstanding importance at this point is the Alalah evidence.

Here

the term .ha-BI-ru (or SA-GAZ) is clearly employed to denote the members of
a particular military cprps. 205

The theory that the CApiru were everywhere
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some specific kind of social class as were the bupsu is directly contradicted
by the details provided concerning the constituency of the cApiru corps
of Ala.lah.

The Hurrianized society of Alalah was divided into distinct

social classes. 206 The top rung was occupied by the maryannu.
followed a free class of tradesmen, the ehelena.

Then

Next came the rural

dwellers called )!8.be name, 207 subdivided into the bupsu and

haniahu. There

were also, as always, the poor (the muskenu), and the slaves.

Now the

significant thing is that the membership of the cApiru corps cut across
these recognized social classes. 208 For it canprised ehelena, 209
210 ·
211
mu~kenu,
slave,
and even the maryannu (according to the probable
implications of the charioteers in the CApiru corps 212 and according
to the most probable interpretation of the list of family chiefs, AT. 198,
especially line

42).

Alongside the 0 Apiru as a second distinct military body at Alalah is
the

sanannu

corps. 213 The two groups have much in common.

Like the cApiru,

the sanannu corps is canposed of members of the various social categories. 214
Both groups are composed in part of charioteers.

The members of both

groups come from various towns around Alalah215 and farther afield. 216
While the cApiru and sanannu are not coordinated with social classes they
are both coordinated with towns as such.

Thus in a cattle census217 the

totals are given in terms of the sheep, rams, and asses belonging to four
groups:

Alalah, Mulcish, 218 the SA-GAZ, and the sanannu.

The ~anarmu total

of this list is found itemized elsewhere219 in terms of sixteen towns
around Alalah.
What then is the distinction between the cApiru and the ~anannu corps?
One possibility would be that it was (at least on the 0 Apiru side) ethnic,
as in the case of David•s Pelethites am Cherethites.

Or the distinction
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might lie in the area of military specialization.

Albrf8ht, relating the

sanannu of Alalah to the ;tnn of the Ugaritic texts, 220 compares Akkadian
~aninu and suggests tnn,"to strive, 11 as the conmon stem; he translates
sanarmu as "archers," but it is uncertain. 221 Even if that translation
be accepted it would be precarious to suppose the distinction in question
was that only the ~ corps possessed archers, especially in view of
the reference to the cApiru of the bowmen222 of Cn-(?) in the Wadi Hammama.t
inscription.
It may help to bring the cApiru into clearer focus to observe that
comparable to their dual character as an ethnic-military group is the twosided ma.ryannu status.

For the marzannu on the professional side were the

experts in chariotry, while on the ethnic side the characteristic core and
bulk of them belonged to the Indo-Aryan stock, which constituted the ruling
am patrician class in the unusual symbiosis of Mitannian society. Caution
is necessary in extending the parallel since, as has been noted, the
Alalah cApiru corps cuts across the other social categories and includes
mar;yannu.

A specifically social connotation did not attach to ,AA-BI-ru as

aristocratic standing was implicit in "mar;vannu."

The cApiru and maryannu

classifications are not, therefore, completely coordinate.

Nevertheless,

the maryannu do offer a social phenomenon in the immediate historical
context of the cApiru which is comparable to that offered here as an
interpretation of t ·he CApiru, particularly with respect to the essential
point of the correlativity of ethnic am professional character in one
group.

Am if we may regard the cApiru &Di maryannu as kindred phenomena,

the CApiru will have been, within the Mitannian orbit at least, a kind of
guild.223 Moreover, this compatibility of the cApiru phenomenon with the
pattern of Hurrianized society might well be regarded as an indication that
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the ultimate geographical-cultural origins of the CApiru and the several
elements in the migratory intrusion that resulted in Mitanni were associated.
Such an approach has the advantage of being based upon that which is
lmown and pervasive in the texts as over against Botte'ro's view, the founda-

tion of which is in the shadowy area of scattered hints. At the same time
this approach has the chief' virtue of Botte'ro•s view, which is its ability
to account for the antinomies in the CApiru characteristics. As for the
usage of the term ha-BI-ru, partly ethnic, partly professional (or perhaps
originally ethnic, later and/or locally professional) it is not without
parallel.224 Another example of such a developnent is the use of "Chaldean"
for a particular religious caste even while the tenn was being used to denote
a dominant ethnic group.• 225
Ordinarily it would be contradictory to hold that a distinctive ethnic
character was essential to the nature of a group atrl simultaneously to
allow the validity of evidence for their ethnic diversity.

Now in the

examination of this question above it was concluded that none of the evidence
demonstrated conclusively that the cApiru were racially mixed.

But if an

opposite conclusion were adopted it wuld be compatible with our dual
interpretation of the CApiru, for it might well have been that added to the
characteristic core stock were accretions to the military organization from
various other ethnic stocks .

Precisely that situation obtained in the case

of the maryannu who were characteristically but not exclusively Indo-.Aryan.
Also adjustable as concomitant traits on our view of the cApiru
are their settled arrl free-boot ing phases .

The latter isolated from the

former has led to the theory that the CApiru were a 2nd millennium B.C.
counterpart to the condottieri of the late Middle Ages, (i . e . , bands of men,
with their families, giving themselves to banitry when they could not
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find hire under some chieftain). 226 This theory properly recognizes the
family structure and fighting profession of the cApiru but is one-sided
in that it does not do justice to the other phase of their history which
finds them an integral, respected and long since settled element in a
highly developed cultural canplex.

Both phases find room, however, within

the historical vicissitudes of an ethnic but far-flung group, in the shaping
of whose history the dominant factor was a commital to the military profession.
The pursuit of happiness for them would often become the pursuit of trouble,,.,and a hectic chase it led the CApiru in some parts of the Fertile Crescent
in the 2nd millennium B.C.

But militarists who identify themselves

permanently with a particular political-cultural movement can there achieve
a dee~rooted and influential status.

Indeed, the warriors along with the

priests generally constituted the two highest social classes.

Such an

exchange of loyalty and recognition marks the status of the cApiru within
the Mitannian hegemony, especially in the . Alalah-Ugarit sector.

And

the

explanation of this points again to the probability of a prior kinship of
some sort between the i:arties in this alliance.
Within this framework there is room for periods of more peaceful
pursuits either on the pa.rt of segments of the 0 Apiru ethnic whole who did
not participate in the 0 Apiru military guild (if, indeed, there were such)
or even on the part of CApiru militarists who found themselves in
situations where their professional services were not desired, while their
families still required support.
why

Indeed, the answer to the problem of

the 0 Apiru at Nuzu felt compelled to give up a measure of their freedom

for a measure of security, as they did in accepting the terms of their
servant contracts, might simply be that as professional milltarists they
were not sufficiently adept at peaceful occupations to support themselves
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successtully by such means, especially in an area where they were recently
arrived.

Moreover, if it be asked why they did not resort tothe razzia as

they did elsewhere or why they did not remain in areas where they might serve
as mercenaries, these very questions point us once more to the likelihood
that more than anywhere else in the Fertile Crescent the cApiru belonged
in the Hurrian or Mitannian orbit.

They apparently shared camnon traditions.,

culture or even race with one or more elements of the Mitannian symbiosis.

In Egypt, Asia Minor and elsewhere the 0 Apiru might be foreigners

and

their settlement a refuge for fugitives but in Mitanni they seem somewhat
more "at home."

In other words,

we

cannot ask simply, Wha.t?-but must also ask., When and

Where? For it is impossible to establish the existence of

any

one common

trait which is so absolutely pervasive that it would support the theory that
ha-BI-ru is used in our texts as an appellative. The 0 Apiru refuse to be
contained by one nice social category. Socially., they are one thing here
and the opposite there.

These opposites it has been necessary to explain

as secondary ani adjectival, while that which was primary and substantival
has been fown in a broader ethno-professional concept.

Even then it has

been necessary to reckon with the varying relations of this people to other
peoples.

In short., it has come to appear that we cannot satisfactorily

define the social status of the cApiru without taking account of their
historical relations and so we have been transgressing on our next chapter.
B.

THE cmRIM

The Gentille 0 :n,ri is used in the Old Testament only for Abraham and
his descendants 227 and is clearly an ethnic term.

It is found almost
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exclusiYely in a few clusters which indicates that particular circumstances
account for its employment.

One such group appears in the narrative of the

Egyptian sojourn and bondage; 228 a second, in the record of IsraelitePhilistine relationships during the days of Samuel and Saul; 22 9 and a third
in a series of passages dealing with the manumission of Hebrew servants. 230

There are in addition the isolated appearances in Genesis 14:13 and
Jonah 1:9.
The great majority of these are instances of non-Israelites speaking
to or about Israelites, 231 or of Israelites speaking to foreigners 232 or
of declarations of God destined for foreigners. 233 Where it is the
Israelite author who applies the term to the Israelites he is at times
adapting his terminology to the usage in the context. 234 In several
passages a contrast is drawn between Israelites a.nd other ethnic groups. 235
It has been suggested that within these narrow limits of the use of
crgr1 1 it uniformly possesses a peculiar connotation. According to
Parzen, 236 cibrl is everywhere a derogatory appellation; for the contexts
deal with servitude, whether they be slave legislation or records of economic
enslavement or political subjection.

DeVaux finds the common element in

the fact that the cibrim are strangers in the milieu. 237 He maintains that
others used it of them with "une nuance de mepris" and that the Israelites
were reluctant to apply it to themselves.

Kraeling, though rejecting the

idea of derogatory nuance, suggest that C;rt>rl is an alternative for
"Israelite" in situations where the designee is not a free citizen in a
free community or on free soil. 238 He finds this to be applicable not only
in all the main clusters but in the cases of Abraham (Gen. 14:13) and Jonah
as well.

This formulation of Kraeling seems to be successful in unravelling

a strand common to all the CJ:bri contexts, but that this demonstrates that
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clbri possessed the particular nuance he suggests does not necessarily
follow.

It seems to be a sounder position to maintain that Cigr1 is a

plain ethnic designation without any peculiar nuance.

The occurrences

in Genesis will need no special explanation for at that time (before the

use of the honorific "children of Israel") there was no other gentilic
available.

And as for the subsequent period., the choice of crort may be

adequately accounted for by the particular circumstances and purposes
suggested above.2.39
Particular notice must now be taken of a few passages where., in the
opinion of some, the tennis used in a non-ethnic sense.

These are:

(1) the Hebrew-servant legislation., (2) I Samuel 13 and 14, and
(3) Genesis 14:13.
1) THE CEBED CIBRI PASSAGES
Some have held that in the legislation of Exod. 21:2 and Deut. 15:12,
and the references to these laws in Jer. 34:9., 14, the term clbrl is used to
denote a particular variety of servant.hood not the ethnic character of the
servant.

J. Lewy develops this theory on the basis of his opinion that the

term .ha-BI-ru in the Nuzu contracts is an appellative meaning "for ignservant."

He then maintains that the parallels between the status of the

.ha-BI-ru servants of the Nuzu area and the clgr! of Ex:od. 21:2 and its
associated passages are so close am numerous as to require that clbr1 have
the same appellative significance of "foreign-servant."241
Lewy supports his thesis with the considerations that the JJ!-BI-ru are
present in the Mitannian orbit in the :µ9riod during which the clbrim became

a nation am that the whole area in question had been unified under the
Hyksos with the result that the same technical terms and analogous institutions are found throughout this area.

It is the opinion of Lewy that this
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social-legal appellative usage of cibri represents the earliest stage242
but that later the term was used in an etlmic sense for the descemants
of the "Hebrews par excellence.n
But is the situation on the Nuzu side clearly as Lewy has reconstructed
it?

There are texts 243 in which the person(s) concerned is not designated

as an ha-BI-ru and yet the essential clauses of the contract are those
characteristic of the contracts where the persons are labeled as .ba-BI-ru.
It is, therefore, difficult to insist that we are dealing with a specifically .ha-BI-ru type of servanthood.

It is just as plausible to theorize

that the econanic-poli ti cal circumstances of the ,ha-:BI-ru (conceived of
ethnically or even as a social class of far broader character than Lewy's
suggested "foreign-servanttt variety) disposed them at this time and pl.ace
to enter in large numbers into servant.hood.

We have, of course, advocated

above a specific alternate interpretation.

While, therefore, .ha-BI-ru are

found in the great majority of these contracts, it is not to be supposed
that ha-BI-ru are necessarily involved in all of them.
Especially relevant is the figure of Attilammu the Assyrian in the
servant contract JEN VI 613:2.

Even when this text in abbreviated form is

included in the Sammelurkunde JEN V 456 between two contracts in which the
persons are specifically designated as ,ba-BI-ru (i.e., in a situation where
there would be a tendency to uniformity), Attilammu is still not described
as an ha-BI-ru. 244 The evidence, therefore, does not allow one to assume
with certainty the existence in the Nuzu area of a specifically .ha-BI-ru
brand of slavery. 245
But even if Lewy 1 s view of the Nuzu situation were to be accepted, the
Biblical evidence would contradict the notion that clgr1 is identical in
meaning with the .ha-BI-ru ("foreign servant") of Nuzu.

For one thing the
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0 ebed

in the phrase 0 ebed Clbri (&cod. 21:2) would then be tautological •

. Alt feels obliged to exscind it fran the text.

But more decisive is the

fact that the Biblical legislation is patently not dealing with foreign
servants.

It is concerned with those who were their masters' brethren.

Thus, in Deut. 15 :12 the original statement of the law is exi:anded to read:
"If thy brother, a Hebrew man, or a Hebrew woman, be sold unto thee."

It

is of interest that in the third verse of this same chapter a clear distinction
is drawn between "the f oreigner 11 and •thy brother" in the law of the severi:. h
year release with resp,ct to debt.

Additional confirmation is found in

Jeremiah I s further expansion of the terminology when he urges "that every
man should let go free his man-servant and every man his maid-servant, that
is a Hebrew or Hebrewess; that none should make bondmen of them, namely,
of a Jew, his brother." (34:9, cf., 14). While one my then recognize the
instructive parallels in the conditions of servanthood at Nuzu and in the
Biblical legislation, 246 it is impossible to hold that

0 Ibri

is in this

legislation a technical term for a specific type of servanthood and least
of all for the idea of "foreign servant."

2) THE cIBRIM IN I SAMUEL 13 AND 14
It has been affirmed that the crgri.m here (cf., 13:3, 7, 19; 14:11, 21)
are quite clearly non-Israelites.247

However, while it is freely granted

that the proper interpretation of these passages is difficult, the effort
to distinguish between the

0

112nm

and the Israelites is at odds with the

entire context.
Difficulty first appears at 13:7 where it might seem that the Clbrim
are a group distinct from the "men of Israel" in 13:6.

Such an interpretation,

however, would involve for the term Clprlm a change in meaning too abrupt
to be plausible.

For in 13:3, 4,

•""'!~~ ( )_
•

I

and

.... T:

I

are obvious
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Moreover,

in apparent reference to the hiding activity of those described as the
"men of Israel 11 in 12:6, the Philistines say:

"Behold, the crgr'tn

are coming out of the holes where they had hid themselves" (14:llb) .
this same equivalence of
and with

s~,J,-.-~J
.... \ : .
T

Again,

o~7::J...Uil with the inhabitants ~~7{Lp ~1f
·: ....

··t:·

SJi

is found in 13 :19, 20. 249

The difficulty arises again at ]4:21 where 0"'7:1017
·

~

• It

might seem to

be distinguished (as a group of mercenaries in the service of the Philistines)
fran

)N7lb.,
... ' : . W..,N. ~:)

(vs . 22) .

However, in view of the equivalence

of these terms in the whole preceding context such a distinction here is
a prior i extremely improbable .

There is, indeed, a distinction drawn between

the groups mentioned in verses 21 and 22, but the distinction is to be
found in the qualifying phrases not in the terms

s~7(LJ,
., - . .

..

and

LiJ'"'~

, which are again synonymous •

The following are three possible interpretations of these verses, any
one of which has mor e in its favor than the effort to distinguish here
between Hebrews and Israelites:
(1)

Translate verses 21 and 22 thus:

"And the Hebrews were with

respect to the Philistines as beforetime when250 they went up against 251
them in the camp round about; 252 both they were with the Israelites who
were with Saul and Jonathan, and all the men of Israel who had hid themselves
in the hill-country of Ephraim, when they heard that the Philistines fled,
even they also followed hard after 253 them in the battle.

11

Accor ding to

this translation the distinction would be between (a) those (vs. 21) who
had gone to the camp with Saul against the Philistines but later deserted, 254
and (b) those (vs . 22) who had not been called to the camp with the 3000

but were sent home (13 :2) and later hid them.selves in caves and the like
(13 :6) . 255
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It is also possible that the distinction in verses 21 and 22 is
based on the distinction drawn in 13:6b., 7a.

If so., the following two

additional interpretations suggest themselves:
(2)

The distinction is between two groups of deserters from the

original 3000.

On this view., those sent hane (13:2) do not appear in the

narrative again; the

Olf of vss.

lated "the army. 11256

4, 5., 6., 7 and 15., is then to be trans-

Verse 21 refers to the deserters described in 13:7a

as having crossed over Jordan in their flight.

This requires a change
in 14,:21, 257 and this in

O '"'7:1\/ '7 I

from the Massoretic pointing to

'

: 1 '

:

turn would lend support to but not necessitate a change to 0,7:t\/ I
•

in 13:?a.

;

I

;

Verse 22 refers to a second group of deserters described in

13: 6b as having hid in caves.
(3)

The distinction is between two groups belongtng to the multitude

sent home after the selection of the 3000 (13:2).

In this case the

reference to their former going up to the camp (14,:21) would have in view
the camp at which the selection of the 3000 took place rath!r than the
subsequent positions taken against the Philistines as in interJI"etations
1

am 2. Verse 21 would again correspond to 13: 7a and ver se 22 to 13: 6b,

each group now regarded as belonging to the multitude sent home.

3)

ABRAHAM,

-.,, V ti
•

~

t

(Genesis 14,:13)

IT

Is c112ri in this its earliest Biblical appearance used ethnically? This
question may be dealt with in connection with an inquiry into th! origin
of the term C1br1..

From broad contextual considerations it seems that in

his use of Clbrf in Genesis 14:13, the author had in mind CEber of the line
of Shem (cf., Gen. 10:21, 24, 25; 11:14-17).

The genealogy of Gensis 11:10-26

had already traced the direct descent of Abraham fran CEber.

Moreover,
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the departure from the stereotyped presentation of the genealogical data
in Genesis 10 to describe Shem as "the father of all the children or
cEber" (vs. 21) 258 is most readily- accounted for as an anticipation o! the
author's imminent (i.e., Gen. 11:27 rr.) concentration upo11 the Eberitea
par excellence, the "Hebrews," whom Yahweh chose to be his covenant people.

In Gen. 14:13 then, cibri would be a patronymic, applied in this isolated
way

to Abraham perhaps to contrast him with the members of other ethnic

groups mentioned in the context 259
On the other hand,

~

regard the usage here as appellative. 260 This

view is ancient for the LXI renders

-,--r~•VP

~

as

iil...pC:Th. 5

; 261 Aquila,

/

TrlpQ:C,t'\S ; Jerane, transeuphratensis; and the prevailing view of the

r abbis of a generation after Aquila was that ""'7:J..\/0
designated Abraham
1,
262
.
.
C
6
as "from the other side of the River. "
All of these derived Ibri
•

t

•

from the substantive meaning "the other side" rather than from the verb
°br. 263

In line with this view of the etymology is the emphasis in Josh&. 24:2, 3

on Abraham's origin ''beyond the River. " But these facts are far from
possessing the weight of the more imnediate contextual considerations noted

above.
If the conclusion is correct that 0 Ibr't derives from the epol\Yllloua
ancestor °Eber, the term would most likely be earl.y-;264 and in JBrticular,
its application to Abraham need not be proleptic.

It probably originated

outside the line of Abraham to judge fran its characteristic association
with foreigners in the Biblical contexts and the avoidance of it by the
Israelites.

Originally it may have been of wider application than the

descendants of Abraham, as is perhaps suggested by the use of nCEber' in
Num. 24:24.
The validity of conclusions based on the tradition of descent from
0

Eber is challenged by DeVaux 1 s contention that there are divergent views
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within the Old Testament. 265

He grants that the composer(s) of the

Biblical genealogies derives clbri from the ancestor CEber, but he finds
in the reference to Jacob as a ttwandering A.ramean, tt 266 a conflicting
tradition of Aramaic origin. The latter tradition DeVaux believes to
be further supported by the description of Laban, grandson of Abraham's
brother Nahor as an "Aramean" (Gen.- 31:20). But according to the record,
the term "Aramean" could have been applied to both Jacob and Laban in
virtue of their long residence in Paddan-aram and so construed would have
no bearing on their racial descent.

Devaux also insists, but unnecessarily,

on identifying the A.ram of Gen. 10:22 and the A.ram of Gen. 22:21 which
would then bring the two passages into hopeless confusion. 267 Finally,
DeVaux appeals to the prophetic denunciation of Jerusalem in Ezek. 16:3:
"Your origin and your nativity are of the land of the Canaanite; the Amorite
was your father and the Hittite your mother.u But even if the reference
were to racial intermixture it would not refer to Abraham's ultimate origin
but to the subsequent mingling of the racial strain of his descendants with
that of the inhabitants of the land of Canaan. Actually, it is apparent
from the context

(er.,

especially, vss. 45 ff.) that Ezekiel is using a

scathing figure of speech to depict Israel's inherent sinfulness, which
from the first disqualified her equally as much as her despised heathen
neighbors in and around Canaan from enjoying a covenantal relationship with
Yahweh.-..the point being that the fact of her election must be attributed to
the principle of divine grace.

HISTORICAL RELATIONS
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III HISTORICAL RELATIONS
The conclusion one reaches concerning the phonetic and semantic relationships of ha-BI-ru am crori and concerning the social status of the groups
those tenns denote will be largely determinative of his views of their
historical relationships .

For the present writer, who has arrived at the

position that the tenns in all probability cannot be equated phonetically or
semantically and that ethnic unity is characteristic of both groups (even
though that has been significantly qualified in the case of the CApiru),
various theories of both racial and socio-professional kinship between
cApiru and Hebrews are obviated.

But before turning directly to the question

of CApiru- Hebrew relationships, we must revert to the point reached in the
study of the social status of the CApiru and pursue further the thesis that
an unusual relationship of close and cordial association prevailed between

the usually detached and ominous cApiru and the Mitannian Kingdom.

A. cAPIRU-HURRIAN RELATIONS
The boundaries of CApiru and Hurrian careers in the Near East are by and
large co-terminous chronologically and geographically. 268 The CApiru are
discovered in the Fertile Crescent from the Ur III period am probably somewhat earlier to almost the em of the 2nd millennium B.c., although evidence
of the

0 Apiru

in s~rengt,h vanishes by the close of the 14th century.

The

date of the Hurrian arrival is a moot point but they too are clearly on the
scene well before the Ur III period.

There are even two Hurrian kings at

Urkish in the Upper Khabur area as early as the 3rd millennium. 269 The rise
of the Hittite Suppiluliuma. in the second quarter of the 14th century marked
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the end of Mitannian strength in the west and the rise of the Assyrian
Sha.l.maneser I a century later in the east terminated Hurrian political
significance.

The presence of only individual Hurrians can be traced down

into the 1st millennium.

Geographically, the Mitanni Kingdom extended at

times from east of the Tigris to Anatolia and cApiru are found from one end
of it to the other.

For the rest, there are penetrations of Hurrian

individuals and influence among the Hittites and into Palestine and Egypt
as well as into Babylonia and this corresponds closely with the scope of
cApiru activities.
In short, there is a general contemporaneity of cApiru and Hurrian

careers with the importance of each declini~ sharply by about the end of
the 14th century.

Bottero mentions the disappearance of the CApiru from

history at the end of the 2nd millennium as a difficult problem, 270 but a
much more significant problem is why the evidence of cApiru engaging in
community organiz.ation and collective enterprise disappears by the end of
the 14th century.271 And it seems difficult to divorce the answer to
this question from the simultaneous collapse of the Mitannian &ipire.
The clue provided by OApiru-Hurrian contemporaneity is confirmed by the
evidences of their cultural-political congeniality.

For it is in the period

and within the boundaries of Mitanni that the cApiru seem to find themselves.
The evidence for this will appear more sharply if contrasted with their role
and reputation elsewhere.

For outside Mitarmi one of the cliches among the

threatenings of prophets of woe is that the

0 Apiru

are caning, 272 and the

historians in describing anarchic conditions of the pist often observe that
then the CApiru roamed uncontrolled on the highwaya. 273

In the 18th century-

CApiru raiders were a plague to the Amorite authorities in Mesopotamia and
in the 15th and 14th centuries CApiru incursions were a menace to the loyalist
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native chiefs of Palestine.

Indeed, the epithet SA-GAZ as applied to them

in all probability has its strongly pejorative significance and will serve
to illumine for us the hostile relationship of the cApiru infiltrating
into the settled areas at the beginning of the 2nd millennium B.C. to the
then daninant sedentary groups who gave the intruders this epithet.

Of

course a less hostile modus vivendi was worked out at times whereby the
CApiru were utilized as mercenaries, as by the La.rsa dynasty in Babylonia and
elsewhere.

But even among the Hittites, where the cApiru had their own

settlement, their social status was low and they were regarded as foreigners, 274
while in Egypt they were reduced to slavery.
The picture of the cApiru in the Hurrian sphere at Ugarit and especially
at Alalah is quite different. We need not here recapitulate in detail the
observations made in the study of the CApiru social status.

But it was

noted that in nature am function their peculiar societal species found its
native habitat in the Hurrian structure of society.

For in the Alalah area

the CApiru were over a long period a well-integrated element in a societal
complex, in which, moreover, they found organizational analogues to themselves.

And this integration was on a respected social level.

Attention may

now

be directed to supplementary data in the sources.

Among the Hittite texts is found one in Old Hittite which records a battle
between the Hittites and Hurrians sometime certainly before the reign of
Suppiluliuma, whether in Anatolia or Syria is not clear. 275

The Hittite king

is victorious but the interesting feature is that parallel to the boast that
the leaders of the Hurrian army had fallen in battle is the claim that three
thousand 0 Apiru soldiers had been captured. 276 Again, in Mursilis II 1 s
treaty of arbitration between Barga and Carchemish, in which Tette the SA-GAZ
king appears, it is disclosed that the king of the Hurrians had taken the
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city of Iyaruwatta and had given it to the grandfather of Tette.

Furthermore,

in connection with the familiar pairing of CApiru and Lulahhu in Hittite
texts it is perhaps significant that the Lullu and the Hurrians were both
elements in the Subarian compound.
In Palestine it was the design of Mitanni to encroach on Egyptian holdings.

Practically the whole CApiru program as seen in the Amarna letters was in
furtherance of that policy.

In view of the contemporary position of the

CApiru in adjoining Syria the harmony of the CApiru activity with Mitannian
policy will hardly have been due to coincidence 277
As far as the evidence permits us to see, the CApiru are found working
and warring in close alliance with Mitannian agencies and interests in the
west .

There is , indeed, the cooperation of the CApiru with Aziru against

the loyalists in Palestine at a time when Aziru was being used as a tool by
the Hittite Suppiluliuma. 278 There is also the fact that Tette of Nuhassi
(who ma.y be Tette the SA-GAZ) concluded a mutual defense pact with Suppiluliuma. 279 But these indirect or dubious instances of pro- Hittite sympathy
do not constitute a significant except.ion to the CApiru- Mi.tanni alliance,
especially since they occur in the period of Mitannian disintegration.

This

collapse of Mitanni confronted the cApiru with a difficult choice of masters .
Indeed, it introduced a crisis which the cApiru as an organized entity did
not survive•
Meanwhile on the eastern extremity of Mitannian dominion cApiru are

found in a r elationship to the Hurrians rather different than at Ugarit and
Alalah.

In our interpretation of the social status of the CApiru in the

Nuzu area the possibility was mentioned that more of the CApiru might have
been engaged for military service than the explicit terms of their contracts

would suggest, but that in

any

case their very willingness to be bound by

such contracts might well be a reflection of the difficulties professional
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militarists would encounter in adapting themselves to a peace-time economy.
It was observed that this was a newly organized frontier region of Mitanni
and it is the difference between this situation and the mature Hurrianized
social structure in Syria which is the first factor in explaining the difference of CApiru status in the two places. And the second explanatory fact
is closely related to that, namely, that the CApiru were apparently recent
arrivals at Nuzu (probably attracted now by the appearance there of Mitannian
control) while in Syria they had had ample time to be integrated into and
to develop with the community of their Hurrian confederates.
Nevertheless, even the condition of servitude which the 0 Apiru were
obliged to accept at Nuzu, though less attractive an arrangement than the one
enjoyed by their colleagues in Syria, may in its own way serve equally well
to underscore the possibility of a prior association or kinship of the
0

Apiru servants and their lords.

It will be recalled that Lewy equated the

lla-BI-ru of the Nuzu contracts with the Ceged crgrl of the Mosaic legislation, maintaining that both signified "foreign servant." While we have
rejected that interpretation of the two terms, it is still possible for us to
recognize the validity of Levy's conclusion that the Nuzu contracts and
Exodus 21:2 ff. (and the related passages) pertain to 6irn1Jar social phenomena.
To the extent, however, that Lewy's thesis is valid, it will indicate to us
not that the 0 Apiru at Nuzu were subjected to a servant status peculiar to
foreigners but, according to the plain meaning of the Biblical Ceged Clbrt
legislation, that the Hurrians treated the cApiru like needy brothers. 280
Our conclusion, therefore, is that within the period of our documents

the base of operations for the CApiru and their center of family-tribal
settlement and societal integration was in the Hurrian aphere. 281 The
implications of this for earlier associations of the CApiru and Hurrians
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or Indo-A.ryans before they appear on the stage of Near Ea.stern history are
far less certain.

In our present state of knowledge, however, it appears

more likely that the CApiru belonged to the massive migration that brought
the Hurrlans into the Fertile Crescent than that the Hurrians found them a
native element there .

B.

cAPIRU-HEBRE.W RELATIONS

From the beginning of the study of the eApiru the endeavor to identify
them has suffered interference from theories of cApiru-Hebrew equation.
Though a total identification of these two groups is obviously impossible,
the hypothesis is still popular that the Hebrews were one offshoot of the
CApiru.

This theory may start with the supposition that the CApiru were

a social class or that they were an ethnic group.

Either of these approaches

may make the further assumption that the terms in question can be equated
phonetically or at least semantically, but some form of either approach can
also be developed along with a recognition that the terms have nothing to do
with one another . 282

In support of most of these varieties appeal is usually

made to parallels between the careers of the Hebrews and the CApiru. 283
To criticize the forms of this hypothesis that interpret the 0 Apiru as
a purely social category would be to re-cover territory already sufficiently
traversed.

But what of the possibilities of equation if it is recognized

that the 0 Apiru were characteristically of one ethnic stock?

If the terms

themselves are judged to be equatable both groups will then be descended from
the common ancestor, OEber (at least, if one considers the Biblical genealogy
reliable) • 284 Those who do may then observe the CEber is the ancestor of
many ethnic groups related to the Abrahamites, though they must also
recognize that the Biblical usage reserves the term Cibrim exclusively for
the Abrahamites-and only for the Isaac-Jacob line at that. 285
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If the terms ha-BI-ru and Cigri are deemed unequatable, the groups
themselves

may

on other grounds (and the burden of proof lies there)

be regarded as of comnon descent. 286 The resultant relationship of
Hebrews and CApiru will then be of far narrower proportions and significance than the exponents of equation prefer to make it in their historical
reconstructions of the period.
At this point we are again facing the question of whether the CApiru
were of Semitic stock287 or were at least native to the Fertile Crescent

and the Arabian desert or whether they were part of the ethnic amalgam
that intruded itself into the Fertile Crescent from the north in the
third and second millennia B.C. We have already developed our argument
in favor of the latter alternative.
In a word, the Hebrews were not the 0 Apiru or any part of them.
One question, however, remains.

For the Amarna texts pose a unique

problem in °Apiru-Hebrew relationships.

Even though the historian judges

that there can be no identifying of the two groups, in Palestine of the
Amarna Age he finds them at least in immediate contact with each other
and must somehow integrate the two histories.
1. All attempts to identify the activity of the SA-GAZ/,ha-BI-ru
reported in the Amarna letters with the first phase of the Hebrew Conquest
under Joshua must be given up. Quite apart from the philological problem
of equating the names there are insuperable difficulties.

Even in its

broadest outlines the Conquest under Joshua was the opposite of the military
operations of the cApiru.
(a)

The Hebrew conquerors were a people which had long been in

Egypt am were newly arrived in Canaan.

The Ugaritic and Alalah evidence

reveals that the cApiru were in Syria for a long while before the Hebrew
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Conquest (on any view of its date). Moreover, since in S;yria the CApiru
had long enjoyed permanent settlements of their

own

in well-regulated,

peace-time integration with the local population and authorities, while

the Amarna letters show the cApiru in Palestine to be on the move, quartered
here and there, without absolute loyalty to any one party, it seems
clear that the Amarna CApiru are the CApiru whose home base was to the
north but who were in Canaan to exploit the anarchy there to increase
their fortunes in the exercise of their military profession.

At the same

time, as maintained above, they were serving the political. interests of

Mitanni in Canaan.
(b)

Also in conflict with this picture of the cApiru operating in

relatively small, detached companies and fighting as mercenaries with no
apparent national aspirations of their

own

as CApiru is the Biblical picture

of the Hebrew Conquest as an invasion by a united multitude, advancing in
their own name in a concerted effort to achieve a common national goal.
(c)

The natives of Canaan were to the Israelites an enemy to be

exterminated; the acceptance of them as allies would directly contravene
Israel's purposes. 288 But the CApiru had no special antipathy for the
Canaanites as such.

Quite the contrary, the Canaanites were, as noted,

their employers and for the most pa.rt the CApiru are found abetting the
attempts of those Canaanites who strove to gain independence from Egyptian
danination.

Com.plaints are frequently heard from the loyalists that

Canaanite rebels are going over to the cause of the SA-GAZ.
(d)

The goal of Israel in Canaan with respect to the land was to

gain possession and agreeably their general policy in dealing with cities
was to exterminate the population and seize the spoil but to refrain from
destroying the cities by fire. 289 The CApiru, however, after conquering
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and plundering frequently set the city on fire, 290 apparently having no

designs to acquire territory or to build an empire.
The difference between the two movements can also be traced in matters
of detail.
(a)

Names:

None of the names of the Israelite leaders is found

in the Amarna letters. 291 ~oreover, where- the names of the rulers of
specific Canaanite cities can be checked (as at Jerusalem, Lachish,
Gezer, and Razor) there is in every case disagreement between the Bible
and the Amarna texts

(b)

Numbers:

In the pleas of the loyalists for military assistance

it appears that Egyptian support in the form of fifty or so men will be
adequate to turn the tide of battle.

Obviously these Canaanite kings

were not confronted with an assault on the scale of Joshua's a.rmy. 292

(c)

Places:

The CApiru operated successfully in Phoenicia and

Syria, but neither the Conquest under Joshua nor later tribal efforts
penetrated that far. 293
(d)

Military Technology:

The Israelites made no use of chariotry, 294

whereas chariots were a standard division of the CApiru corps at Alalah
and in Palestine. 295

2.

An alternative must be found then for identifying the Biblical

Conquest under Joshua with the Amarna disclosures.

The procedure of the

majority of scholars is to place Joshua after the Amarna events.
Meek, though he believes the

Amarna

Thus

CApiru arrl Joshua's campaign belong

to one movement, specifies that "the Am.arna account marks the beginning
of the movement, while the Old Testament account has to do largely with
its final accomplishinent."296 An odd quirk of Meek 1 s view is that the
exodus from Egypt under Moses follows Joshua by more than a century-.
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Albright, though he posits an earlier, pre-Amarna exodus from Egypt
and entry into Canaan on the part of the Joseph tribes and finds their

presence in central Palestine before the major Hebrew arrival reflected
in the CApiru of the Amarna letters, dates the (second) exodus (i.e.,

Moses leading out the Leah tribes) and the campaigning of Joshua in the
13th century, long after the Amarna correspondence. 297
To cite one further variety of this approach, there is Rowley's
intricate reconstruction.

He also espouses a theory of a two-fold entry

into the land, according to which certain Hebrew groups, notably Judah,
press northward from Kadesh c. 1400 B.C. (these Rowley would identify with
the CApiru of the Amarna letters) while kindred tribes, including Asher,
Zebulon, and Dan, exert pressure in the north (these, Rowley conjectures,
are the SA-GAZ of the Alnarna letters). But the exodus from Egypt under
Moses and the entry of Joshua into central Palestine he dates late in the
13th century B.c. 298
It will be observed that all these efforts to locate Joshua after
the Amarna episodes involve drastic recasting of the Biblical data.--the
rejection not merely of points of detail but of the Biblical lrl.story in
its basic structure.

It requires some ingenuity, indeed, to produce one

of these elaborate creations by weaving together a host of miscellaneous
data sublimated from their original contexts but the result is fiction
not history.

Under the mask of a claim of controlling the Biblical

sources by means of archaeological and extra-Biblical sources an almost
totally undisciplined Biblical exegesis has been introduced.

But why

the penchant for the hasty rejection of the Old Testament source in favor
of interpretations of archaeological evidence which are themselves so
uncertain and disputed at countless points?
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3. The present writer would suggest another alternative for the
integration of the Biblical and the Amarna histories.

It proceeds on

the presupposition that the former is a self-consistent narrative. 299
My

view is the reverse of those just surveyed in that it locates the

Conquest under Joshua before rather than after the .A.mama letters, at
least before those of Abdi-Hepa and those that follow him. 300 This is,
of course, in precise agreement with the datum of I Kings 6:11 and ass\.Ulles
a fairly brief period for Joshua's campaigns which also agrees with the
Biblical record. 301
Even more _compatible with this view than with the identification of
Joshua's campaigns and the Amarna activity are certain facts which have
long constituted a popular argument in favor of the latter view. 3°2
Giving it a somewhat different tum than the advocates of identification
the argument is as follows :

Precisely those cities which appear in the

Alnarna letters as under Canaanite control, whether pro-Egyptian or rebel
(and, therefore, likely allied to the SA-GAZ), are those which were not
permanently dispossessed either by Joshua303 or the early tribal efforts
after the death of Joshua. 304 The situation at Shechem is somewhat
problematic.

Nothing is said about an Israelite conquest of central

Palestine but if the transaction of Joshua 24 implies Israelite control
of Shechem, they subsequently lost their foothold for Laba.ya some thirty
years after the Israelite entry ruled Shechem.305

Similar developnents

at a few other cities make it apparent that Israel 1 s permanent:, acquisition
of territory in Canaan was a very gradual process which was more prepared
for than accomplished by Joshua's campaigns.3°6
Albright307 has concluded that in southern Palestine of the Amarna
period the main city-states were Gezer, Lachish, Jerusalem, and Hebron-Keilab.
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In the period of Joshua there are i n this area five additional city-states:

Jarmuth, Makkedah, Libnah, Debir, arrl Eglon, with still others like
Jericho, Bethel and Gibeon nearby.

Albright then theorizes that from c. 1375-

1250 there had been a gradual reduction in the power of the city-states
combined with an increase in their number, which he attributes to a
settled Egyptian policy of divide et impera.

This decrease in the power

of the Canaanite city-states is then judged to have aided Israel in her
Conquest.

Indeed, this is seized upon as compelling evidence that the

Hebrew Conquest was late.
It will be recognized that this reconstruction of the 14th century
situation in southern Palestine is based in pa.rt on silences in the Amarna
letters.

Such a procedure is precarious, however, for the silences might

readily be accoum.ed for by the fact that the authors of the Amarna
letters simply had no occasion to mention the towns in question.

To the

extent, however, that there may actually have been fewer city-states in
the Amarna period than in Joshua• s d~, my thesis offers a far more plausible
explanation; namely, that between Joshua and the Amarna situation the
Israelites had been encroaching on the territory of the old Canaanite citystates, reducing their number by conquest
Furthermore, the spontaneous confederation of Canaanite kings described
in Joshua 10 is an exceedingly awkward developnent if it be supposed that
Joshua I s campa.igns were contemporary with or subsequent to the cApiru
activity of the Amarna letters.

For these letters graphicalJ.y exhibit

the mutual distrust and growing antagonism among the Canaanite kings during
this period.

Is it not apparent that neither in the midst of nor soon

after such intrigues and civil strife could a king of Jerusalem so easily
consolidate the surrounding city-states for a joint military venture
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against a conmen foe?

Abdi-Hepa and his futile efforts along this line

in the struggle with the CApiru is a witness that a king of Jerusalem would
find that task impossible.

It is a far more natural reconstruction to

suppose that the collapse of the five-city alliance against Joshua marked
the en::l of the confederacy of southern Canaan's city-states and prepared
the way for the state of affairs evident in the Amarna letters.
It Joshua is to be placed before the Amarna period, the problem still

remains of synchronizing the later Israelite ·tribal efforts to take actual
possession of their alloted inheritances (i.e., the Book of Judges) with
the Amarna eApiru movements.

The arguments already presented against the

possibility of identifying the CApiru with the Israelites of Joshua's day,
for the most part hold against

a:ny

such identification at this point as

weu.JOS However, in view of the known tendency of the authors of the
Amarna letters to stigmatize the cause of all enemies (or at least all
accused of disloyalty to Egypt) with the SA-GAZ label, we ought not to
be too dogmatic in denying the possibility that some Hebrew activity
might be hidden in the Amarna letters under that label.

Such, however,

would be exceptional and in the present connection insignificant.
But quite significant is the fact that on the chronology followed
here the first oppression of Israel in

canaan309

and in the third decade of the 14th century B.C.

falls in the late second
This corresponds with

part of the era of the cApiru in Canaan.310 Israel's first oppressor
was "Cushan-rishathaim king of Aram Naharaim. 113ll The area designated

-

by "Aram Naharaim" would include within its southwestern limits the region
about Alalah (and probably still farther south) which was a strong CApiru
center in the 14th century-

B.c.312

Moreover, the name Cushan is attested in this area both as the name of
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a geographical district and as a personal name.

That there was a district

in northern Syria in the 13th and 12th centuries B.C. called Qusana-ruma,
i.e., Kusan-rom, is known from the list of Ramses III. 31.3

still more

pertinent is the 15th century tablet from Alalah314 which contains the
personal

name

ku-~a-a.n.315 This tablet is a fragment of a census list of

unspecified purpose, on which 43 personal names remain along with the
phrase found on the left edge, "ower of a chariot."

The list then might

well be one of the numerous military lists and probably includes the
316
names of several ma.ryannu.
Though styled melek, Cushan-rishathaim need not have been more than
one strong chieftain among several in Aram Naharaim. 317 Such is the
usage elsewhere in Judges.

Thus Jabin of Hazor is called "king of Canaan. 11318

But while Hazor was the dominant city of northern Canaan at this time,
Jabin was only one of several Canaanite kings, as appears from the parallel
account in Judges 5.319
These facts suggest that elements of the CApiru corps active in
southern Canaan as the terror of the loyalist Canaanite city kings turned
their attention in time to the more recently established Hebrew settlers.320
The Hebrews as well as the Egyptians were a threat to the Canaanite rebel
chieftains whom the CApiru for the most part served.

And

it would appear

that for a while under the leadership of one Cushan-rishathaim these
CApiru proved with their characteristic raiding, plundering tactics to
be exceedingly oppressive to the Hebrews-until othniel arose to bring
relief to his people.
Quite the opposite then of being identical with the Hebrews, the
cApiru of the Amarna letters were apparently the first oppressors of the
Hebrews in Canaan.

And far from the Amarna letters offering a Canaanite
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version of the Hebrew march of conquest, they depict the assaults of
professional raiders from the north, who (according to the scriptural
interpretation) were sent for a season by Israel ' s God against Israel
as chastisement for their failure to execute the mandate of conquest .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The least likely reading for ,lJ;i.-BI-ru is Cabir; the correct
reading is possibly Caph, though one of the vowels might be short.
Morphologically, it is found at times at least as a gentilic.

In deriva-

tion, it may well be non-Semitic .
2 • .H@.-BI-ru denotes an ethno-professional group of militarists with
a characteristically non-Semitic core but possibly containing accretions
from other ethnic stocks.

3.

The lyl-BI-ru were apparently part of the intrusive ethnic complex

which entered the Fertile Crescent from the north towards the end of the 3rd
millennium B. c.

Their fundamental political commitment and most satisfactory

social adjustment was within the Hurrian dominated sphere .

4.

SA-GAZ, the ideographic equivalent of ha-BI- ru, probably has the

pejorative meaning of its other equivalent , .habbatum, and may have been
applied to the infiltrating .ha-BI-ru by the settled population of the
Fertile Crescent.

5.

The term cib.rt" in the Bible always has an ethnic meaning, denoting

the descendants of Eber of the line of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

6. The phonetic equation of ha-BI-ru and CJ.hr'! is at most a bare
possibility.

Nor can any more substantial identity of the two groups

be demonstrated.

Different in geographical-ethnic origins, different in

political allegiance and sociological type-when l@.-BI-ru and Hebrews meet
on the stage of history in Amarna Age Palestine, it is as enemies, the
oppressor and the oppressed.
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To the extent that the foregoing conclusions are valid, it would
appear that the wide modern interest attracted by the ancient CApiru has
been in considerable measure due to false pretensions imposed on them by
modern scholarship.

But though this thesis indicates that the subject of

eApiru-Hebrew relationships does not have the kind of significance which
has been generally attributed to it, our study of this aspect of the
ha-BI-ru question has not been much ado about nothing.
For history did witness an cApiru-Hebrew encounter

And it is not

difficult to sunnise what verdict the Biblical historians would have left
for us had they applied their theistic, covenantally complexioned
philosophy of history to the interpretation of the data of the CApiru
oppression of the theocratic people in the early 14th century and the almost
total disappearance of the 0 Apiru as a social-political entity by about the
close of that century.

Surely they would have judged that the brief Amarna

Age encounter with Israel was for the cApiru a crucial hour of more than
political or even moral decision, determinative of their historical
destiny.
On the other hand, for purposes of socio-ethnic identification

of the cApiru and interpretation of their role in the broader context
of life in the Near Ea.st in the 3rd and 2nd millennia.

B.c .,

more progress

may be anticipated if in the future investigators turn their attention
from the CApiru-Hebrew to the CApiru-Hurrian question.

NOTF.S
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NOTES
1.

Indeed, as A. Ungnad observes, "Bisweilen wird

~

fur

.3

gebraucht"

(Gramnatik des Akkadischen, 1949, p.9).
2.

In the Canaanite glosses in t he Tell el Amarna tablets are found,
t;.

for example: hu-ul-lu (EA 296:38) = ~·y (cf.
~ ) ; and .hi-na-ia
t ., .
(EA 144:17) ::: ""]'"'}} (cf. ~ ). Cf . E. A. Speiser, Ethnic Movements

-

.

in the Near East in the Second Millennium B. C. , 1933, p. 39.

3.

Virolleaud, Syria 21, 1940, P• 132, pl. 8 and P• 134, pl.• 10.

4.

So Kraeling, AJSL 58, 1941, PP• 237 ff.

Cf W. F. Albright,

BASOR 77, 1940, PP• 32-3; DeVaux, RB 55, 1948, P• 342, n. 3.

In an effort

to show that it is "quite possible that the isolated Ugaritic as well as
the Egyptian

:Et are

observes that

11

secondary forms due to Hux:_rian influence" J. Lewy

the population of Ugarit included Hurrian elements and that

Hurrians, wherever they appear, are responsible for a confusion in the
rendering of Semitic :l and E) because their scribes did not distinguish
between voiced and voiceless stops. 11

(HUCA 15, 1940, P• 48, n. 7) .

C. H.

Gordon, however, informs me orally that the Ugaritic scribes who wrote the
tablets bearing Cprm carefully distinguish .E and!?, .

J . W. Jack, (~ , 1940,

p. 101) attributes the Ugaritic spelling to Egyptian influence at Ugarit .

5. There are, e.g., the variants lb~/lp~ and nbk/npk
berg, The .H,ab/piru, 1955, p. 90, n. 24.
Ugaritic between !?, and

.E,

Cf. Green-

For evidence of confusion in

and that in the very name .rui-BI- ru, attention

has been called to the Ugaritic text 124:14, 15 (Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook,
1947) .

I

Cf. Virolleaud, Syria XV, 1934, P• 317 n., and La Legende de Keret,

1936, p. 74; and H. H. Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua, 1950, P• 50.

Actually,

the text has nothing to do with the cApiru- or with the Hebrews (as suggested
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by Virolleaud, Revue des etudes semitiques et Babyloniaca, 1940, pp. 75 ff.).
Kraeling 1 s treatment (ibid.) is as follows:

kksp 1cbrm zt::. 11 like silver is

the olive tree to the ~rm"; J:µ:;i 1°brm ks ~"gold is the ks'° (-tree) to the
cbrm.

The ~rm, according to Kraaling, are simply "passers-by" (cf. Ps.

129:8)

C.H. Gordon (Ugaritic Literature, 1949, P• 102) reads the final

two letters with the next line as he renders thus:

kksp 1°brm ::."like silver

for merchants"; zt lµ:;i 1°brm: 11 olive-oil of gold for merchants"; k~d pr ;tllm ::
nlike fields of fruit(?) of the table"; bgCl bgCl mlkm:."the daintiest of
dainties(?) of kings."

For the association of _!1 and .hrs see Zech. 4:12.

6. For the evidence see B. Gunn apud Speiser, op.cit, p. 38, n.
Cf. J. A. Wilson, AJSL XLIX, 4, PP• 275 ff.

W. F. Albright (JAOS 48, 1928,

PP• 183 ff ) argues that the equation of Egyptian Cpr with Ceber is difficult
since Egyptian of the New Empire regularly transcribes Semitic !2, by
Egyptian

!2.• As for Egyptian kP for Can. garb (Heb. bereb), he says that

it only shows there was the same tendency for a final vowelless sonant
stop following a consonant to become voiceless that there is in the
modern Arabic dialect of Egypt; but the !2, in Ceber is medial and cannot
have been pronounced as a voiceless£•

It should be noticed, however, that

in some instances of the use of Egyptian E for foreign !2,, · the ]2 is medial:
thus, l;br varies with ~s'pr ("whip") and Kpn
7.

Gunn (lli2, ):

(o.K., Kbn)=. Can,. Gbl ( 11Byblos 11 ) .

"There are many cases (36 counted) in which a foreign

!2, with!:. or! either before or after it is represented by !2, and not by E

in the Egyptian writings

II

Wilson (ill!!.) affirms that the most straight-

forward equation is 0 pr =79!1
8.

~

9.

Rawlinson, Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, IV, 34:2, 5; and

Hilprecht, Old Babylonian Inscriptions, I, 2, pl 66, no. 149, 22
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10.

ZA, N. F. 1 , 1923, P• 21.4, n. 1.

ll.

See the rema?ks of C. H. Gordon, Oriental.ia 19, 1950, pp. 91 ff.

There is specific evidence that

.fil!

was used (though not conmonly) for pl r

in the ne o--Assyrian period and possibly (the evidence is doubtful) in the
middle-Assyrian period.
P•

Cf. Von Soden, Das Akkadis che Syllabar, 1948,

73, no . 237 . Botte ro (Le Problkte des .Rabiru, 1954, p . 132) urges against

reading pi r here the absence of specific Babylonian evidence for this
value to date, plus the availability of the sign Q!! (pir) •

However, he

acknowledges (p . 156) that this fo:nn is not decisive for a root cbr.

It

may be additionally noted that J . Lewy in defense of reading the second
radical as ,2 appeals to the occurrence of the god

11

d,Ha- bi- ru in an

42),

Assyrian text (Keilschrifttexte aus Assur verschiedenen Inhal.ts, no .

i.e . , in a text in which ha-bi-ru can hardly stand for ~-pi-ru. 11 (HUCA 15,

1940, p . 48, n . 7) .

Bottaro (op . cit . , p . 135) agrees on the grounds that

in the neo-Assyrian era one normally used
that

fil=E!,

f1

to signify

e,.

For evidence

in all periods see Von Soden, ibid., p . 53, no. 140.

J . W. Jack states,

In the Hittite documents , for instance, flabiru cl.early

11

has .!2i_" (PEQ, 1940, p . 102).

E. Laroche (in Botta ro, op . cit., p. 71, n. ' 2)

argues, "D'aprtis le systeme en usage

a Boghazkoy,

h a-bi- ri note une pro-

nunciation gabiri (sonore intervocalique non geminee) • 11
appears twice.

Also,

But hp-ab-bi-ri.

Moreover, P. Sturtevant maintains that in cuneiform Hittite

"the Akkadian distinction between. ••.2 and !?, did not exist, 11 adding,

11

To

all intents, therefore, Hittite has dispensed with the neans of writing
(Comparative Gramna.r of the Hittite Language, 1933, p.

.2• 11

66). Similarly, J.

Friedrich, Hethitisches Elementarbuch I, 1940, p. 6(21).

Accordingly, even

the f o:nn h a-ab-bi-ri (KBo V, 9, IV, 12) is quite ambiguous, as it would
also be in Akkadian cuneiform "'1.ere

~

stands in all perio1s for both

~

and ~ -
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Greenberg (op.cit., P• 90, n. 20) suggests the possibility that a
Hittite scribe utilized a native convention, doubling the labial to
indicate a sound heard by him as B
(bi 1 or

.El)

Also ambiguous is the sign~

used in the Alishar text

12.

Cf. Bottaro, op.cit., P• 154

13.

Speiser (op.cit., P• 40), writing at a time when he did not

have the benefit of the Ugaritic evidence, begged the question of the
phonetic equation with 0 :rprt in concluding, "The second consonant
is ambiguous both in cuneiform and in Egyptian, but not so in Hebrew:
since the latter has 2-, the labial must be read as voiced in cuneiform,
while the voiceless correspondent in the Egyptian form of the name is
to be ascribed to local developnents. 11

U.. As far as it goes the Egyptian data is compatible. Gunn (ibid.)
concludes from a survey of the evidence that "we seem to have the
alternatives Capar, Capir, Capur, with a possible indication in" the
Beth-shan Stela of Sethos I "in favor of Ca.pir."
15.

ZAW, N.F 3, 1926, PP• 28-29

16.

KBo V, 9, IV, 12.

17.

Cf. Ungnad, op.cit., p. 18(6p);

er.

al.so ha-AB-BI-ri-ia-an (KUB XX.XV, 43, III, 31).

w.

Von Soden, Grundriss der

Akkadischen Grammatik, 1952, P• 21(20g).
18.

er.

19.

Cf. Ungnad, op.cit, P• 7(3d)

20.

HT

Von Soden, !2.._ , P• 37(38f),.

6, 18.

This text is a variant of KUB IX, 34, IV.

Greenberg

(op.cit.) comments, "Were this writing not unique and not in a word foreign
to the Hittites it might have deserved consideration as indicative of a
participial form.u
;21.

KUB XXXII,

(cf. IV, 15).

U. (

XXXIV, 62), 10; and KUB XXXV, 49, I, 6 ff.
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22.

AT 58:29.

E. A. Speiser (JAOS 74, 1954, p. 24) observes that the

main purpose of this unique fonn may be to indicate a form like *Habiru.
He suggests that even if the sign be given its value al)4 instead of !'
the

h

might be a graphic device signifying a long vowel or stressed

syll able.

Cf . Greenberg (op cit., p . 20):

"Assuming that the scribe was

West Semi tic he nay have noted that his alephs became long vowels in
Akkadian:

hence, by a sort of back analogy he may have converted what he

took to be a long vowel into an aleph . 11
11 'lbe

Wiseman (in Bott~ro, op . cit., p. 37) :

word is unusually written ha- 1 a-bi-ru .

'Ibis may be either a case of

!jAR: AB4 or, as I am inclined to think, a case of the scribe erasing by the
three small horizontal strokes of the stylus . 11
23.

Cf . Ungnad , op. cit ., pp. 12, 13(5c) .

The possihi.lity that the

i

is short but accented is obviated by the fact that were it short, the anti penult with its long ~ (as rraintained above) would receive the accent .
24.

So C. H. Gordon (Orientalia 21 , 1952, p . 382, n

2):

~

"'!bat the i

is long follows from the fact th at it is not dropt to become *.hapru. 11
25.

JEN 228:29 .

26.

dpl"-dbr,

11

drive 11 ; parzillu -Jt,1 ; di ~pu -0'.:n;

Cf. W. F. Albright,

BASOR 77, 1940, P• 33; H. H. Rowley, PEQ, 1940, p . 92; DeVaux, RB 55, p. 342.
Examples can be cited of a similar shift from other stops to sonants .

27.

Cf ., e.g. ,

'in~;lDll, 7"£):), 7'£>0,'710~

.
.
.
.
.
.
J . Lewy (op •.cit.), assuming the form Ha.biru, suggests that it
· •

28.

,.

·•

• C

• •

• •

••

• •

"is to i~~ and '"':~~ as the Akkadian proper name Zakiru(m) [for references
see , e . g . , A. T. Clay, Personal Names from Cuneiform Inscriptions of the
Cassite Period (New Haven, 1912) p. 145)

..

":

There is, however, no evidence that t he Hebrew form
Akkadian Zakiru.

.

is to 7::>l' and "'\7.)t (Ex. 6:21, etc.). 11

.

,::n
....

~

represents tffl
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29.

Cf. T. J. Meek, Hebrew Origins, 1936,

Op.cit., p. 40, n. 96.

P• 7. Similarly Bauer-Leander (Granmatik, 459) on the basis of a
possible relation of adjectival gatil and abstract

9.!i!: e.g., Vsapil-

~ipl, "base-baseness."
30.
P•

So, e.g., Albright, Archaeology of Palestine and the Bible, 1935,

206, and Bohl, Kanaanaer und Hebraer, 19ll, P• 85 .

In an earlier article

(JBL 43, 1924, PP• 389 ff.), Albright stated that Hebrew CEber for Cibr

stands by epenthesis for *CApir, adding that the philological process is
familiar in all the Semitic languages; e.g. , Arab . bi'sa from b~ 1 isa.

In

a later article (BASOR 77, 1940, p• .3.3) , he suggests that ,ha-BI-ru = 7 E>l.l
': .,

(Gen. 25 :40i a Midianite tribe •
.31.

See in glossary of

c. H.

Gordon, Ugaritic Manual, 1955.

Perhaps

we do not have here a direct shift from gat il to gitl but a secondary
formation resulting from the cuneiform orthographic peculiarity of
dropping at times a short unaccented vowel between single consonants.

Thus,

the ! dropped leaving the !:. in a closed unaccented syllable, where, in
Hebrew at least, there is a tendency for!:. to shift to!•
32.

DeVaux (op. cit.) goes to the extreme of describing the passing

of Capir into Cipr as "normal. "

33 .

The gatil type of noun does appear at times in Hebrew like a

segholate; cf . Gesenius, Hebrew Grammar, 1910, 93 hh, ii.

Most of these are

of the getel- type which is usually the A-type but is sometimes the I-type
(e . g . ,

:l~\?.. •.f.l~.
1

'

1

' '

\J~] ); but
'

St~

also found and that is clearly I - type .
fined to the construct state.

(Eccles . 5: 7; Ezek. 18:18) is
This phenomenon is, however, con-

This restriction would not, of course, be

significant so far as the Gentilic form 'l.J..\J
•

t,

~

is concerned.

It becomes

"

\I
significant though when account is taken of the derivation of "7•
...i.~
" \ .

the patronymic

7'.?-1/,

from

(see below) which is found in the absolute state.
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34.

Luckenbill (AJSL 36, p . 244) suggested an unknown Akk. root

3}.abaru, whence the meaning

rum 110, 1934,

cf.

11

brigand 11 ; J. Lewy (ZA 36, p. 26, n. 4;

p. 34) sug gested hab'a.ru, ttinvade. 11

West Semitic root, hbr, (cf. Hebrew, 7 ~ ,::i

,

Many favored a

"bind 11 ) yielding the mean-

ing "allies" (so e.g., Sayce, Kraeling, Dhorme) or "captives" (so e.g.,
Dhorme in

rum,

p. 595) or

11

1938, pp. 184 ff .; for criticism, see Lewy, HUCA ]4, 1939,

condottieri 11 (so e.g., Landsberger, KF 1, 1930, pp. 321 ff.;

Albright, JBL 43, pp. 389 ff.; JAOS 48, 1928, pp. 183 ff.; and Archaeology
of Palestine and the Bible, 1932, p . 206, n. 8).

Landsberger (ibid.) as

a lesser possibility suggested an Akk. habaru, "be in continuous motion. 11
See further Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua, 1950, p.

35.

So e.g., Speiser, op.cit., p. 41.

51,

n. 1.

Albright (JAOS 48, 1928,

pp. 183 ff.) held it was an intransitive participle meaning

11

nomadt1

originally, though it was Jater used in the sense, "mercenary."

For

earlier advocates of this view see Greenberg, op.cit., p. 7.

36.

So Lewy, op . cit., p. &J4; more precisely, "foreign (servant), 11
I

or, as more recently put (in Bottero, op.cit., p . 163), "resident aliens. 11

37.

So Kraeling, AJSL 58, pp . 248 ff.

38.

R. DeVaux (RB 55, 1948, p . 341, n. 2):

juge certain son rattachenent

'a

7E)lJ

11

Cependant R. DeLanghe

't;poussiere' (Les Texts de Ras
I

Shamra-Ugarit II, p. 465).

On peut en ~tre moins assure mais s'il avait

raison, les fiabiri-Apiri. seraient les 'hommes de la steppe 1 comrne Enkidu,
V

AV

le saggasu, le SA-GAZ."

39.
were
1

11

E. Dhorme, RH CCXI, avril-juin, 1954, pp. 256-264.

des 'poussie'reux,' autrement dit:

The cApiru

ceux qu'on appelait jadis les

per;grins 1 et qu 1 on appelle aujourd'hui ••• les personnes 'deplacees.'

sont des emigrants que se refugient

a1

1 etranger. 11

t!e

For criticism of this
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approach see Greenberg, op.cit., p.

91, n. 25.

40. See Goetze's note in Bottero, op.cit., pp. 161-163. He bases
the passive sense on the fact that the S-fonn of this root is passive when
used with one object.

V

Epirum, however, would not be a S-fonn.

:E!,

from Akk. eperu, "provide" and Eg.

"equip, 11 that

:Er is

It appears

Hamito-Semitic.

The lack of a West Semitic equivalent need not surprise for it is not
uncommon for Akkadian to stand alone among the Semitic languages in
matching Egyptian.

41.

So e.g., DeVawc, op.cit., p.

op.cit., p.

42.

I

340, and Goetze, in Bottaro,

162.
I

So von Soden, in Bottero, op . cit., pp.

157-159 and Landsberger,

/

in Bottaro, ,!lli., p. 1~ .

43.

EA

290:24.

44.

Albright (JBL

43, 1924, p. 391) held this mark labeled it as a

Canaanite word.

45.

Op. cit.

/

For the text see Bottaro, op. cit., p .

10, no. 5. J. Lewy

(in !!?.!,g_., pp. 11, 200) maintains that this verb is not a denominative
but rather corresporrls to West Semitic cbr, "cross over. 11

Von Soden

states (in ~ . , p. 11, n. 1) "Ich :i,:ersonlich glaube nicht ganz an die
Ableitung von napiru. II

46. ~ - pp. 160-161.

that

47.

Nuzu Personal N"ames,

48.

In Bott~ro, op . cit . , pp.

11

1943, p. 214.
16o-161. He defends this on tre ground

les peuple s qui se servent de l 1accadien ou d 'accadogrammes et dans
I

•

la langue desquels munnabtu est frequent, ne connaissent pas le mot h apiru,
et inversenent . 11

The Hittite texts are only as app;Lrent exception for

though both words ap:i,:ear there, SA-GAZ is confined to stereotyped expressions.
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49.

BASOR 125, 1952, p. 32, n. 39.

,,

Bottero notes that E. Forrer

(in the article 11Assyrien," RLA I, 1930, p. 235) derived habiru from
Sumerian IBIRA, "merchant. "
50.

For the texts see Deimel, Sumerisches Lexikon II:1, 260;

Greenberg, op. cit. , pp 54, 55, nos. 145- 154; Bottero, op. cit .,
nos 157, 168-180.

In the lexical texts the consistent equation with

ha,bbatu is obvious, while in the cmen texts the reading Jjabbatu is required by phonetic gloss (as in Bott~ro, ibid, nos 173, 175) or by
play on words (as in ibid, no 168, cf. 170).

Landsberger (in ibid.,

P• 159) states that though habba tu is the proper reading in these Akkadian
texts and is nonnally so in Sumerian legal and literary texts, everywhere
SA- GAZ appears in Old Babylonian, Hittite or Syro-Palestinian texts it
is to be read "hapiru. 11
Amarna data :
/

This conclusion is rendered dubious by certain

EA 318:11- 13 reads LU.MESSA-GA- ~ LU.MESba- ba- t -i

u

v

LU .MESsu- ti- i an:i the grammatical relation of the first two is apparently
epexegetical apposition; cf. the parallel in EA 195 :27.
LUSA-GAzMES . tum (cf. EA 207:21, &-na ~UGAzMES\ ua ..)

EA 299 :26 reads
The phonetic

determinative, tum, almost certainly requires the reading habba tu (or
plural, habbat~tum) .

Bottero , op.cit , P• 110, n. 2, suggests the

possibility of reading a plural 11habirutum 11 but it is most unlikely.
51.

This is so even though Akkadian lexicographers, so far as

known, never use na- BI-ru as an equivalent of SA-GAZ.

The equation first

became apparent in the alternating use of the terms in the god lists of the
Hittite treaties and in the Amarna. letters .

In line with it was the appear-

ance in the administrative texts of SA-GAZ and ha- BI- ru in the same role
at Larsa during the reigns of Warad-Sin and his successor Rim- Sin.
recently confirmation has been found at Ugarit in the equation of

More
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A

/

V

alijal-bi LU.MESSAG-GAZ with .Hlb Cpr,n and in the use of the phonetic
determinative ~(?) after LU.MESSA-GAZ twice in the unpublished RS ~603
(cf. Botte'ro, ibid., no. 158).
Alalah tablets is further proof.
the cApiru may be in view.

The interchange of the terms in the
Even where nabb~tu is to be read,

This is illustrated by the ap~arance of

"ha-bi-ri-ia-as" in the Hittite text, KUB VIII, 83:9.
is the Hittite version of an Akkadian

ewmna.

For this text

izbu text where it is clear,

as observed in the preceding note, that babbatu is the proper ren:iering
of SA-GAZ, and ba-bi-ri-ia-as occurs in precisely the place where
SA-GAZ is usually found in the formula.
is earlier than the Akkadian omen texts.

'lhe Hittite text, moreover,

'Ihat the CApiru are in view

everywhere that SA-GAZ might be used does not follow necessarily though
it may be the case in a 11 the texts at our disposal, even tm ear li!! st
Sumerian texts, but leaving out of view the lexical texts.

Greenberg

(op.cit., p. 86, n. 1) argues that the CApiru are in view wherever SA-GAZ
is used (even if habbatu be read) but he falsely shifts the burden of
proof to those who would dissociate the two.

The very existence of a

general term like habb-atu (whichever meaning be in view) as an alterm te
reading to the specific ba-BI-ru, and especially its exclusive employment
as a lexical equivalent of SA-GAZ would put the burden of p:-oof on
Greenbergts position.

Beyond this the existence of homonyms of l)ab-atum,

the equivalence of SA-GAZ with more than one of these (which sane
dispute but Greenberg accepts), and the extreme improbability that any
other reading of SA-GAZ like ha-BI-ru (either as appellative or proper
name) covered exactly the same semantic range mke s it al.moot certain
that SA-GAZ was used at tines without the CApiru being in view.

It is,

therefore, a question whether the SA-GAZ of a given text, like one of
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the Ur III texts or the Swnerian literary and legal texts of the
Isin-Larsa age, are the cApiru.

That the cApiru may be in view in sane

or all of these is suggested by the reference to the n a-BI-ru in the
19th century Cappa.docian texts .

Some support could be found for reading

SA-GAZ as h a-BI- ru if SA-GAZ should turn up even in Dynasty of Akkad
texts since the Old Hittite translation of the Naram Sin epic may
accurately reflect the original situation in its mention of cApiru
either as prisoners or guards, arrl the proper name ha-bi-ra-am is fa.mi
on a text from Tell Brak (F 1159 , cf. Bottero, ibid., P• 1) contemporary
with the dynasty of Akkad.
52.

So Albright in JBL 43 , 1924, pp . 389 ff . Co:rmrenting on the

Hittite translation of the Naram-Sin inscription, he then held that
SA-GAZ is the ordinary Hittit e equivalent for "Semitic nomad . 11

Ungnad

( Kulturfragen, I, 1923, pp . 15 ff.) interpreted SA-GAZ as "slinger. 11
53 .

La.ndsberger (in Botte'ro, ~

., p . 160) has now adopted this

view suggested long ago by Langdon (see next note) .
it as a substantive ,
to simply "brigand."

11

He would render

frappeur de t e te 11 and regard this as equivalent
SAG-GAZ is indeed found twice at Ugarit (see

Botte'ro, ibid . , nos. 154 and 157), once certainly as the desigra.tion
of the cApiru.

Moreover, in a n astrological omen text (ibid. , no. 170)
/

one of the woes predicted is:
will cut off the head . 11

LUsA-GAZ gaggada inakkisis,

11

the SA-GAZ

This is surely a pun, but whether on the sound

or on the sense (whether p:3.rtially or wholly) is the question

Landsberger's

approach is uncertain for as Botte'ro observes (ibid ., p .• 148), "le
SAG-GAZ qu'enregistrent les vocabulaires connus paraissant marquer d'abord
un verbe mah1§u , ' frapper,' dont la sp~cification nous echappe . 11

The

comm.on spelling ~ is understandable then for GAZ=:- da ku which is broadly
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synonymous with ma,ha~u =- SAG-GAZ.

The reading 'SA-GA-AZ (found, however,

only once) ~uld be problematic since it divides the essential elenent.

54. Such a pejorative meaning clearly attaches to SA-GAZ in the early
Sumerian literary and legal texts and this is preserved in the later
Akkadian omen texts, as we might expect in this conservative genre of
literature.

The meaning "brigand" is required in a Ras Shamra word

list (Botte'ro, ibid., no. 157) where it appears between IM-ZU "thief"
/

. and

LU /

/ V

GAN.ES, "malefactor," and in the unpublimed Ras Shamra 17341

(cf. Bottlro, ibid., no. 162), ar.d elsewhere.
ibid., p. 199) insists that
1

Indeed, Landsberger (in

/
11

LU(SA-GAZ) signifie partout et toujours

ruluber. ' 11

s.

H. Langdon (ET 31, 1919-20, pp. 326-7) reasoned that hab1tu

meant originally "smite with violence" (cf. Code of Hammurapi, Law 196)
and was used exclusively with a military signification and, therefore,
the idea of plundering was a natural nuance (since Asiatic armies
customarily plundered defeated foes).

fiab~tu then meant "fighting man"

and this was translated into Sumerian correctly as SA-GAZ~SAG-GAZ,
"smite the head, slay."
It is perhaps significant that baba.tu in this sense is oonjoined with
/

the CApiru in EA 286:56:

V

/

LU.ME¾a-BI-ru ba-bat g~b-bi matatHA sarri.

55. Cf. Deimel, op . cit.,III, 2, which cites: habattllll, "interestfree loan, loot"; and bubtu, "tax-exempt . 11

Albright (JAOS 48, 1928,

pp. 183-185) directs attention to the derivatives hubut~ti (plural of
-lfhubuttu) and nubututu which mean respectively,
"the condition of being tax-free ( of property). 11

11

tax-free property" ani
From these he deduced

that the bab~tu received b.ubutati in return for their services arrl were
thus mercenaries who were rewarded with a grant of rent-free land, i.e .,
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condottieri.

When the Aramean nomads, the "fiabiru, 11 became known throughout

Mesopotamia as such mercenaries, their name replaced the original habl>atu
as the term for "mercenary. 11
56.

Stamm, Die akkadische Namengebung, MVAG 44, 1939, pp. 318 ff;

cf. Goetze, JCS I, 1947, p. 256, n. 21; von Soden, ZA 49, 1949, p. 174, and
in Bottero, op.cit., p.
57.

143, n. 1.

So in Bott~ro, ~ . , p. 162; cf. Greenberg, op.cit., p. 89.

Perhaps the n~uns with the tax-free connotation derive from this habatu.
From this root appears to derive the habb~tum found in association with
ag-ru, "hired laborer," and e-§i-du, "harvester," in the lexical occupation
lists (UP V, no. 132; K 4395; cf. Botte'ro, ibid., nos. 177 and 180; Greenberg,
ibid., nos. 150-152).

'!he Akkadian legal text, BIN VII, no. 93, also

mentions two ha-ab-ba-ti-i who appear to be engaged in peaceful occupation.
58.

The suggestion that it would mean "migrant" (so Greenberg, ibid.)

is based on the appearance of the verb once in the N-stem:
ahbabitma, taken together with a lexical datum:
(K 2055).

ana mit Tabri

(ha-b'a-tu)~a a-la-ki,

Lewy (in Bottero, ibid., p. 163) identifies ha~tu with Arabic,

b.abata, "to wander about. 11
59.

KAF 1, 1930, pp. 321 ff.

So also Goetze, BAS0R 79, p. 34, n. 14

(cf. less certainly in Bottiro, ~ - , p. 163); and Devaux, RB 55, 1948,
p. 340.

Lewy (in Bottlro, ibid., p. 164) says J. Hale'vy traced SA-GAZ

to saggaiu, "killer," in 1894, while Greenberg

(™.,

p. 4) says Sayce

(in PSBA 11, 333) already read nisi sagasi, "executioners. 11

In rejecting

this view now Landsberger cogently observes (in Bottaro, ibid., p. 199,
cf. 147, 159 ff.

)

11

V
.I\ V I"'
..
.,
Ware
SA-GAZ = saggasu
u musste
dieses auch in der akkad.

Kolumne der Vokabu:J.arien erscheinen. 11
60.

So Goetze, op.cit., and DeVaux, op.cit.

Cf. Deimel, op.cit.,
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P•

115, no. 42. In the spelling SA-GAZ-ZA (found once at Ugarit and once at

Amarna) the ZA would be a sort of phonetic complement.

61. So Dhorme (RHR 118, 1938, p. 173, n. 3), while Bott6ro (ibid.,
p.

149) says,

11

il faut tenir

GAZ

pour une licence graphique. u

62. 1:4:7.
63.

V
Aramaic-Syriac, s~e gas;
Arabic, sajisa.

64. So Greenberg, op.cit., pp. 89, 90. He accepts the view that SA-GAZ
is a pseudo-ideogram for ~agga.~u but finds difficulty in the translation
"murderer" because it is far too strong for the normal character of the
group, as well as on the grounds that there would have been no need then
for the lexical gloss habMtu.

Ch his own view of West Semitic semantic

coloring, there would be need in Akkadian for an explanatory gloss.

And

such was habb'atu, not as derived from habatu, "plunder, 11 but from one of
its homonyms.

One difficulty with Greenberg's view is the supposition that

one ambiguous tenn was glossed with another tem of very similar semantic
range and, therefore, equally ambiguous.

65. Albright (JBL 43, 1924, pp. 389-393) supports this combination on
the grounds that there was no clear distinction between bands of robbers
and bands of Bedouin, the same word meaning
and "robber" in Hebrew (~oseh).
p.

Cf.

11

Bedawi 11 in Egyptian (~ose)

Bohl, Kanaanaer und Habra.er, 1911,

89, n. 2. Albright adds that the similarity in sound between hab~tum

and na-BI-ro as pronounced by the Akkadians likely suggested the use of
SA-GAZ for ha-BI-ru.

66. So Albright, JAOS 48, 1928, p. 184.
67. So J. Lewy (HUCA 14, p. 605, n. 90) who argues that in the early
2nd millennium the CApiru "constituted troops of soldiers--comparable to
the French legion etrang~re-in the service of goverrmmts. 11

Similarly,
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Bott~ro (ill!!,., P• 196) maintains that some of the cApiru fugitives,
organized outlaw, marauding bands and so all CApiru fugitives came to be
called SA-GAZ, "brigands." Goetze (in Botte'ro, ~ . , p. 163) cites
the possibility that SA-GAZ (taken as a pseudo-ideogram for gablta.tum,
"robber,") was extended to cover "one who works for board and keeptt;
adding, "It might have been difficult to distinguish between the two."

68.

They miss the point who dismiss the question of whether

be,-BI-ru is a proper noun or an appellative with the observation that

all proper nouns were once appellative.

So Jirku, ZAW, N.F. 5, 1928,

P• 211; and Gustavs, TLZ 1, 1925, col. 603.

For the issue here is not

that of ultimate etymological. origin, but of usage in the literature
at our disposal.

On

the other hand, whether .bfi-BI-ru is gentilic or

not is not decisive for that usage for a gentilic need not be a proper
noun and a non-gentilic might be a proper noun.
69.

s.

Cf. A. Ungna.d, Grammatik des Akkadischen, 1949, P• 42, (27:b38);

Smith, Isaiah, Chapters
70.

40-55,

1944, P• 137.

This form is used for the masculine plural (HSS XIV 53:18 and

93:6) and the feminine plural (JEN V 453:11).

71.

JEN V

452:1; 456:24; 459:2; 463:2; SMN 2145:2.

Cf. Chiera,

AJSL 47, 285 and 49, 115 ff.; A. Saarisalo, Studia Orientalia,V 3, 1934,

PP• 61 ff.
72.

Rawlinson, Cuneiform Inscriptions of W. Asia, IV, pl. 34, 2, 5;

Hilprecht, Old Babylonian Inscriptions, I, II, no. 149, obv. 22.

Cf.

Ungnad, op.cit., 27:b39; Langdon, ET 31, PP• 324-326; Kraeling, AJSL 58,
237 ff.
73.

Cf. Chiera, op.cit.

Due to the Nuzu scribes• lack of regard

for case endings lyl-BI-ru-u is used once for the Genitive (SMN 2145).
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74.

JEN V, 465:2.

75.

AT 164.

It occurs here twice between awh bf ti arrl ~r ~arri

(given as ~r iar-ru in Botte'ro, ~ • ., no. 39) .

Cf. Wiseman., AT, p. 69 •

..\ ,,-.
.KI
a-na awiluti ha-BI-ri •

Possibly EA 289:24 should be read:

76.

E. g • ., Ex. 9:7; I Sam. 2:14; 13:20; 14 :21; etc.

77.

Landsberger (KAF I., 331) cites certain difficulties in the

gentilic view :

(1)

When ideograms render gentilics they are regularly

followed by the place-determinative KI .

(But ethnic-gentilics usually

refer to a people which may be identified with a particular place and
that was not the case with the cApiru.

In Amarna age Palestins, the

most settled situation enjoyed by the cApiru, the re are one or two
I

instances of SA-GAZKI; (a)
SA-GAzKI (EA 298-27); (b)

g

EA 289:24).

a- na LUsA-GAzKI, or perhaps., a-na aw11
EA 215:15.

Cf . h a-BI-riKI(MDP XXVIII, 511:2;

is used also., however., with the nomadic Sutu (Idrimi

Inscription., 1. 15); (2)

There is lack of analogy for an ideogram being

equated with both an appellative and a gentilic, as would be the case if
A

SA-GAZ=habbatu , an appellative, and SA-GAZ= Qa-BI-ru , regarded as a
gentilic .

(But the fact is that the gentilic fonns of .re-BI-ru occur at

times., and one type is clearly et}:mio-esee below.)

78. Lewy (HUCA 14., 1939, p. 587, n . l) suggests that at Nuzu
the preference for the nisbe form may reflect the influence of the
Hurrian language there , since "there was in the Hurrian lan§.la ges a strong
tendency to replace nouns (particularly proper na.nes) by enlarged
(adjectival) forms" of the same stem.

If aeything, this favors the view

that ,ha.-BI-ru is a proper name, not appellative .

Moreover, it does

not explain all the variants.

79 .

Botte'ro (op.cit • ., p . 133) says that in this case, in crder to

designate the persons as descendants of cApiru, an adjectival form was
coined after the type which was ordinarily ethnic.

But Greenberg

{op.cit., p. 78) .finds this point quite awkward and can only hope tmt
eventually the ha-BIR-a-a forms may prove unconnected with our cApiru.
Some scholars who have held th at ha-BI-ru ( outside of any supposed use
of the term in the O.T. for the Abrahamites) was an appellative are:
Albright, Alt, DeVaux, Dhorme, Greenberg, Lewy, Noth and Speiser. As
for the supposed development of the gentilic 0 :tg~ from an appellative
h.a-BI-ru, Albright (Archaeology and the Religion of Israel, 1942, P• 109)
A

compares it t o ~ , "Levite,n probably derived from *lawi;yu. "person
pledged for a debt or vow";

gent,

"kenite," from gain, "smith"; or hopshi,

"free-man," from,hupshu.
80.

For a discussion of the connotation of these terms see 0 1Callaghan,

Aram Naha.raim, 1948, p. 41.
81. So E. Chiera, AJSL 49, 1933, PP• 115-124.
82.

E. Dhonne, RIIR, 1938, ll, PP• 170-187.

83. So Winckler in 1897; Bohl, Kanaanaer und Hebraer, 1911; E. Speiser,
AASOR 13, 1933, pp. 34 ff.; M. Noth, Erwagungen zur Hebrierfrage (Festschrift
Procksch, 1934, PP• 99-112); A. Guillaume, · P~, 1946, PP• 64-85; R. DeVaux,

RB, 1948, PP• 338 ff.

84. Op.cit.,w. 110 ff.
85. Op.cit., P• 41.

86. E.g., ARM II, 131; 13, 14.
87. E.g., JEN 455:2, 8; 1023:3; SMN 3191:19.

88.

E.g., FA 195:27-29; 318:10-13.

89.

RS 17238:7

90.

Bo 4889:48 (no. 137 in Greenberg, op.cit.). The Alishar letter

(no. 161 in Bott~ro, op.cit.).

pictures 0 Apiru in non-nomadic state in Asia Minor in the 19th century.

84
91

~ 11790:7.

92. ~ 10045:1; 11724 11848, 1. 12.
93. Virolleaud (S;yria 21, 1940, pp. 143-4) held there were five
villages named Halbi.

Goetze (BASOR 79 1 1940, PP• 32-4) by identifying

(ii) Hal-bi I:IUR,-.SAG Ha-zi with blb spn, reduced the number to four and
regarded these as four parts of one township known as Halbi, his strongest
point being the complementary character of 'il.Hal-bi GAR-BA (hlb krd). the
citadel of Halbi, and ilHal-bi rap-~i (,blb rp~), the vast portion of
Halbi, i.e., the part at large and unfortified.

Cf. J. Friedrich, Orientalia,

/

12, 1943, p. 4; J. Nougayrol, in Bottero, op.cit., p. 120, n. 1. R.
DeVaux

{RB 55, 1948, pp. 339, 340) rejects Goetze 1 s view of four quarters
-

of the same village in favor of four separate villages.

94. For the text sees. Smith, The Statue of Idri-mi, 1949, pl. 9-14;
and especially 11. 26-28.

95. ~ . , P• 73. Greenberg (op.cit., P• 64, n. 16) rejects Smith's
interpretation, in favor of regarding these cApiru as an inmediately
urban element.

96. AT 161, 180-182, 184, and 198. For the texts see D.

J. Wiseman,

The Alalakh Tablets, 1953, supplemented in JCS 8, 1954, 1, pp. 1-30 1 and
in Bott/ro, op.cit., PP• 182-3.

97. FA 215:15; 298:27.
98. FA 289:24.
99.

Possibly, however, the

of cApiru troops.

g

reflects only a temporary quartering

Other texts, e.g., EA 1971 287, 289, mention the giving

of towns to the cApiru but only to be plundered.

100. JEN V 458, 459.
101• JEN V 455;

JEN

1023; HSS XIV 176.
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102.

SMN 152:22, 23.

103.

J . Lewy (HUCA 14, 1939, p. 6o6) is correct in declaring that

the Nuzu. evidence refutes "Landsberger 1 s repeated assertion that they were
1

heimatlos. 1 11
104.

Such temporary location seems to be in view in texts like ARM

II 131 (cf. L. Oppenheim

in Bottero, op 1 cit.,

P• 190, n. l); A 49; and

Cf. A .3056; A 1265 and A 566 which are concerned with cApiru

A .3004.

attacks on towns.
105.

A 2939.

lo6.

A 2886.

Cf. the messenger named flapirum from Eshnunna, (A 27.34).

There is another tlapirum, identified as an.11

su-hi-imKI, (A 2523).

107•

BM 231.36 •

108.

See the administrative texts of Warad-Sin and Rim-Sin.

Nos. 9-16

,,

in Bottero, op.cit.
109.

MDP XXVIII, 511:2 (no • .35 in Bottero, ibig.).

110.

R. DeLanghe,

PP• 458 ff.

111.

Les textes de Ras Shamra-Ugarit. etc., 1945,

II,

R. DeVaux, op 1 cit.

Op 1 cit., P• 86.

112 • .illg., P• 92.
11.3.

er. ~.,

114.

Ibid., p. 91.

P• 65.

Since Greenberg inclines to a West Semitic deri-

vation, he finds the chief difficulty in Goetze•s suggestion in the lack
of evidence for a West Semitic Kpr which could yield such a meaning.
115.

KUB IX, .34 with its duplicates (no. 91 in Bott«:ro, op.cit.).

116.

HSS

nv, 46,

53, 9.3, and 176.

Greenberg regards as comparable

the Alalah situation as indicated in AT .350:6,

7,

a sheep census.

(Cf.

AT 292:9, a list in which the name ba-BI-ru is found for one of sixteen
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persons receiving barley rations.) As for the sheep census it is
doubtful if the 240 sheep of the SA-GAZ are state rations since the same
list mentions besides these and 268 of the ianannu soldiers, 115 of
Alalah and 402 of Mukish(?).

Greenberg argues (op.cit., P• 65, n. 19)

that military groups would not be "required to shepherd their rations
while they were still on the hoof. 11

This objection, however, seems to

overlook the whole situation at Alalah and vicinity where the SA-GAZ
were an element in the normal peace time societal structure with their

own settled dwellings (whether scattered among the rest of the population
or separate and tribal) and their own shepherds (AT 198:39, 48; cf.
Wiseman in Botte'ro,

.ill!!•,

PP• 38, 39), and where they were regarded as

a population unit in all government administration.

117.

KBo III, 3, I, 11. 6, 7 and duplicates.

118.

If this Tette is the same Tette as Suppiluliuma, father of

Mursilis II, had made king of Nuhassi (cf. E. Weidner, BoSt 8, PP• 58 ff.).
119. J. Nougayrol, Le Palaia royal d 1Ugarit., III., 1955, 15:109
16:296:53.

my

I

120.

In Bottero, op,cit., p. 202.

121.

J •. Nougayrol, op.cit., 16:132:20-24.

c.

H. Gordon has directed

attention to these texts.

•

I

122. AT 164:3-7. Possibly a third W

BI-ri. follows the

mar iar-ru.

123. AT 182:13. According to Wiseman the heading of such a list:
V

/

s~buME.S LUSA-GAZ, is to be translated, "The troops of the SA-GAZ-man,"
so that the names which follow would not necessarily be all SA...GAZ, as
is the case if the rendering 11 SA-GAZ troops" is accepted.

The evidence of

a SA-GAZ/H official could be used to support Wiseman•s view.

The specific

I

designation of one man in a similar list {AT 181) as WGAZ (1. 19) might
imply the others were not (SA)-GAZ.

But on Wiseman's view this man

- 87 would also be a GAZ-of ficer and why then would he be listed among the
ordinary troops?

The translation "SA-GAZ troops" is favored by the
\I'

parallel appearance of the .,abu.MES ~a-na-nu in some texts (e.g., AT 183,
226, and 350), the usage in the contemporary Idri-mi inscription,
Amarna letters and elsewhere, the quantities of pisture-sheep assigD3d
to the SA-GAZ, comparable to
, those for a town (AT .350), and the large
number of those who have

LU
SA-GAZ holdings (AT 183:4-5, 1 li-im 4 ME 36

/

bf t LUsA-GAZ,

11

1436 having SA-GAZ holdings").

The singular br t is a

collective and corresponds to the singular found elsewhere with large
groups (e.g. , AT 226:7, 8; 213 btt ba-ni-a-bu 33 bit e-bi-el-e) though the
plural, bi ~tu, is also used (e.g. , AT 185).
"property" rather than

11

This btt apparently means

fami.ly 11 (though the presence of families w:,uld
v

,I

be implied) for parallel with b i t"a.tu.MES ebelena and bit~tuMES .baniaoena
v

,I

is found bitltuMES ia narkab~tiMEs, "chariot sheds" (AT

,

189).

Finally,
~

the singular LUSA-GAZ may signify a plurality as in AT 184:5; [an]-nu-tum
/

LUSA- GAZ,

11

these are SA-GAZ. 11

124.

AT 180:20; 182:16.

125.

AT 198:

pp. 38, .39.)

rev. 42.

/

(See comments of Wiseman in Bottero, op.cit . ,

This list mentions also an awil ga~~i and a herdsman

(ll. rev. 38, 39) among the SA-GAZ.

It is relevant to note here the

close association c£ the cApiru with tre mar;ya.nnu class, an aristocratic
status which was hereditary but also obtainable by royal release.
Numerous charioteers (who were probably mar;ya.nnu) are listed in the
SA- GAZ troops of Alalah.

Observe also that some CApiru at Nuzu are owners

of horses (HSS XIV 46:18, 19: 53:17, 18; cf. 93:4-6; 176:8, 9.
Gordon in Orientalia, 21, 1952, p. 380).

Cf. C.H.

In certain Egyptian texts the

cApiru and maryannu are in close association also (cf. Papyrus Harris and
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Papyrus Harris 500).

126. Gelb, Inscriptions from Alishar, no. 5. See the conments on
this text by J. Lewy in Archives de l'Histoire du Droit orient.al, II,
/

1938, PP• 128 ff. and in Bottero, illg., PP• 9, 10.
127.

Rawlinson, Cuneifonn Inscriptions of

w,

Asia, IV, 34, 2, 5 and

duplicate (Botttro, ibid., nos. 165 and 165).
128. As described on a kudurru stele (OBI 149:20-22).
129. See A49,109,566 (nos. 20, 25, and 28 in Botte'ro, op.cit.).
Even in cases where the CApiru are seen supporting the cause of local
princes (e.g., ARM II, 131 and A3004, 3056; nos. 18, 19, and 21 in Bottero,
~ . ) they appear to be independent tribes voluntarily serving as
mercenaries.
130. AT 58:28 ff.
131. See in Botte'ro, op.cit., nos. 168-174 for this formula
,

/

v

(WSA-GAZ ina ~ti iba~~i) and for variants like WSA-GAZ ibu~GMES and
/

LUsA-GAZ innadaru, "the SA-GAZ will wreak havoc."
132.

As a

concrete example, it is found in the Mari texts that the

Beni-Iaminu and the Beni-Simal play essentially the same role as the cApiru.
along the Middle Euphrates and in northem Mesopotamia, while still other
groups of similar character are active east of the Tigris and elsewhere on
the l!ltphrates.

Cf. Dossin, Syria 19, 1938, p. U6. Any appellative meaning

suggested for the cApiru such as nomads or mercenaries would be equally
applicable to these other groups and, therefore, cannot serve as the
distinctive appellation of the cApiru..
133.

Op.cit., P• 86.

134. Greenberg ( ~ . , P• 88),for example, makes a quite unfounded
assumption in suggesting that the Mari and Amarna freebooters had been

under masters but had seized an opportunity to break away.
1.35. For example, if the Akkadian and Alalah ration texts prove the
CApiru were dependents, they equally prove to be dependents other groups
mentioned in them, yet distinguished from the cApiru.
1.36. So,for example, Speiser (Ethnic Movements in the Near Ea.st,
p • .36):

"wherever they are encountered, the Habiru are evidently for-

eigners.

In the West they are not Hittites or Canaanites, in the east

they cannot be classed with the citizens of Arrapha or of Babylon. 11
And Greenberg (op.cit., p. 88):

11

A contributory factor in their helpless-

ness appears to have been their lack of rights as foreigners in the places
where they lived."

1.37.

Undeniably it is oft.en plain that the CApiru are not part of

the indigenous population.

Thus in Egyptian texts the use of the throw-

stick determinative with cpr-w (and according to Albright 1 s reading, the
use of the foreign warrior determinative on the Beisan stele) shows that
the cApiru are foreigners in Egypt. The practice of the CApiru in Amarna
age Palestine of serving with equal enthusiasm the loyalists and the
rebels reveals that it was not in the peace of this land that they
looked for their peace.

In Hittite texts (as Goetze points out, in

Bottero, op.cit., P• 82) the close connection of the 0 Apiru with the
Lulahhu, who are clearly foreigners, advocates a foreign (and Goetze
feels eastern) origin for the CApiru.

Similar evidence is available

that the cApiru did not belong to the indigenous population in other
regions.

But, as will be maintained more fully below, the CApiru seem

in at least one area to be so well and long integrated on a respectable
level that it would be altogether unreasonable to suggest that their
essential appellative quality in that situation was foreignness.
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138. Especially HUCA 14, 1939, pp. 587-623 and in Bott~ro, ibid_,,
PP• 16.3-164.

He normalizes h~biru which he identifies as "the

Akkadianized form of the active participle of the West Semitic root
0 BR

to the singular of which

we

may ascribe the meaning 1he who came

over.'"

139.

RH

211, avril-juin 1954,

PP•

256-264. The root is West Semitic

Cpr, "dust," yielding the derived sense of "dusty (wanderers)."

He had

earlier regarded the CApiru as confederates or prisonel'-deportees.

140. See his article ''Erwagungen uber die Landnahme der Israeliten11
as brought up to date in his Kleine Schriften zur Geschichte des Volkes
Israels, 1953, I, esp. pp. 168 ff.

lt's view is adopted as a subordinate

element by Greenberg who describes the core of the

SA-GAZ/H.

as

11

composed

of uprooted, propertyless persons 11 or as a group which "served as a magnet
to attract all sorts of fugitive and footloose persons who were impelled
by misdeed or misfortune to leave their homes," (op.cit., pp. 87, 88).

141. Article, "!Jabiru and Lulahhu, 0 in KAF I, 1929, pp • .321-.3.34.
Cf. Af0 10, 19.35, PP• 140 ft.
142. See now in Bott~ro, op.cit., pp. 159-161. There he defends
the synonymous character of "hapiru0 and munnabtu.

143. ~ . , esp. pp. 187 ff.
144. FA 195:24

ff.;

318:10 ff.

145. Sees. Smith, The Statue or Idri.-M:i, 1949, PP• 14 ff.; esp.
11. 15 and 27.

1.46. Figuring in servant contracts similar to those of the CApiru but
not labeled .ha-BI-ru are individuals identified as "Assyrian" (JEN VI,

613:2; cf. JEN V, 456:9 ff.) and as "from the land of Izalla11 (JEN V, 462:.3).
And there were, of course, the highly prized Lullian slaves.
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147.

See above note 103.

Text JEN V, 464 concerns an

along with the people of his household."

11

CApiru

For family ties among the

CApiru. see also JEN 1023 and JEN V, 455.
148.

For the evidence see the text above with the indicated notes.

149.

AT 182:14.

150.

AT 180:16.

151.

AT 198:39.

152.

Op.cit.

153.

See ibid., PP• 187-192.

154. ,llig., pp. 192-198.

er.

155.

ibid., P• 127, n. 5, for the frequent references to the

munnabtu, llfugitive, 11 in the legal, administrative, and historical
documents of this period.

A similar observation is made by Landsberger

( i n ~ . , P• 160).
I

156. RS 17238. In Bottero, ~ • , no. 161.
157. ~ - , p. 129
I

The text is NBC 3981 (BIN VI, pl. 71, no. 226; in Bottero,

158.

llig., no. 5).

The relevant part reads: su-pi-a-ah-~u a-na Zi-lu-u-na

/

v

i-pa-an hu-bu-li-su ih-BI-ar-ma.

This verb is attested only in this

document.
I

159.

In Bottero, ~ . , P• 160.

160. ~ . , p. 11.
161.

A 2886; no. 30 in Botte"ro, 1!2!g.

162.

Idrimi Inscription, esp. 11. 26-30.

163.

EA 148:41-43.

164.

FA 185:

/

EA 186:66.

esp. 63 (in-na-bi-[i]t-mi a-na

WsA-GAZ

"

MFS).

er.
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165. FA 298:22-27.
166. JEN 458, 459, 455, 1023 {cf. /J,2, 446, 613); SMN 3191.
I

167. In Bottero, op.cit., pp. 160-161.
168. Compare also the prominent Harbisipak and Kudurra, the 12th-11th
century ,ha-BIR-a-a.

169. Greenberg, op.cit., P• 87. The analyzable Old Babylonian
data:

9 Akkadian and 2 possibly West Semitic {these 2 are among 4

patronymics.

I

Cf. Finkelstein and Landsberger in Bottero, .ill,g., pp. 177-

181); the Alalah data:

the great majority of some 80 names is non-

Semi tic, including many identifiably Hurrian and only 7 possibly Semitic;
the Nuzu data:

of some 30 analyzable names, 22 are Akkadian and almost

all the rest are Hurrian.

Cf. J. Hal~vy, RS 12, 1904, PP• 2/J, ff.

Discussing excavations by Sellin at Taanach, he mentions four cuneiform
texts containing names, most of which he would assign to the cApiru because
one is named TlJR...hu-BI-ri, which he renders

11

fils de .Habiri."

He argues

that there are many correspondences between these names and chiefs
mentioned in the Amama letters as friends of the cApiru.

170. While granting that this is a "proven tendency" and judging that
the Hurrian names of several of the cApiru at Nuzu is evidence of the
absorption of Semites into the local Hurrian population, Greenberg says
that the edge of the above argument has "been dulled by frequent use 11
(op.cit., p. 87, n. 9).

It may be the beginning of scholarship to

realize that an accumulation of authorities does not validate a view, but

it is a bit novel to judge that popularity invalidates a view.

I

Bottero

(op.cit., p. 188) aclmowledges that the linguistic variety of their proper
names, "en soi, ne seraient pas une preuve."

171.

Comparable would be the experience of the Terahites (Gen. 11:27 ff.)
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who left -some elements of the family in Ur when they migrated north,
then left still others at Haran when Abraham cont inued on to Canaan.
172.

Gustavs (ZAW, N.F. 3, 1926, pp. 25 ff.) disposes of the

opinion of Jirku (OLZ, 1921, pp. 246 ff; 1922, p. 38; and Der Alte
Orient, 1924, pp. 18 ff.) that the proper translation is "the gods
Jia-BI-ru. 11 Jirku was compelled to regard as a scribal error the combination:

"'

ilani.MES

sa LUsA-GAZ
/

(KBo I, 2, Rs 27; cf. I, 3, IV, 5).

Nor could he explain the genitive (Akk., .ha-BI-ri and Hitt., ha-BIri-ia-a~) which is found in all cases but one (excluding, of course,
the use of the ideogram).

The one exception is a Hittite nominative:

[ilani .ba-B]I-ri-e-es (KBo V, 3, I, 56).
i.e.,

11

the Habirean gods. 11

Gustavs treats this adjectivally,

Might this possibly reflect the fact that

what appeared like a nominative elsewhere, i.e., b.a-BI-ru, was a
shortened gentilic? Gustavs also demonstrates to be groundless the
opinion of Jirku that the ilani was a plural of majesty.
173.

Certain professions in India have patron gods.

174.

So, e.g., Rowley, op.cit., P• 53.

For a contrary opinion,

see Greenberg, op 1 cit., P• 78; cf. PP• 80, 87, n. 9.

He argues that the

summary type formula points to an agglomeration of gods from diverse
sources, not to a single pantheon of an ethnically unified group.

On

the other hand, if, as Greenberg holds, the cApiru were a social class
made up of the various ethnic groups in the area, their gods would already
have been mentioned by name in the syncretistic list and the additional
summary formula would lose its point.
175.

KAV 42,II,9. It is part of a corpus known as the "Description

of the city of Assur11 and dates from the 7th century B.• c.
176.

er.

Bo 5239:7 and 6868:2.

JCS 4, 1950, PP• 133 ff.

/

See in Bottero, op.cit., nos., 89, 90.
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177.

OLZ 24, 1921, cols.

246

ff.

Commenting on the Gotteradressbuch,

Gustavs (ZAW 40, 1922, PP• 31.3, 314) observes that dha-BI-ru is found among
If the nature of god and people was related, they were

vegetation gods.

once quite sedentary and with this would agree the association of SA...QAZ
with agricultural pursuits in the lexical texts.

Albright {BASOR 81,

1941, p. 20, n. 20) points out that this dha-BI-ru might be foreign
since included with it in the gods worshipped in this temple were the
Hurrian deities

( bulls

v
V
of the storm god ) Seris
and HurmisV

(

V)
i.e., Burris•

178. W. von Soden {in Bottlro, op.cit., P• 1.35) says this dh,f.-BI-ru
is the Neo-Assyrian form {elsewhere attested) of the Akkadian

.ha

iru,

bAwiru, "spouse."
179.

Relevant in this connection are the personal names containing

the element, hab/pir.

The personal name, ha-BI-ra-am, occurs in Old

Akkadian texts from Chagar Bazar and Tell Brak {C. J. Gadd in Iraq IV,
1937, 178 and 185; VII, 1940, 60 ff., 66)., At Nippur was found
Jla-BI-re/ri (Clay, Personal Names from Inscriptions of the Cassite Period,
1912 1 P• 78) and ,h&-[BI]-i:r-di.-il-la {Pa, Univ, Museum Publications of the
Babylonian Sec., II, 2, 1912 1 no. 89:2).

From Nuzu come .ha-BI-ra,

ha-BI-i-ra and .ha-BI-ir-til-la {Gelb, Purves and MacRae, 194.3, ~
Personal Names, pp. 55, 214).

In addition, the element Cpr occurs in

Egyptian personal names from the Old Kingdom to the Ptolemaic period
/

(See G. Posener in Bottero, ~ . , PP• 171

rr. er.

Greenberg, op.cit.,
/

PP• 57-58).

The relation of these names to dha-BI-ru and Wha-BI-ru is

problematic.

Gustave, ZAW, N.F. 17, 1940, PP• 158-159 judged ha-BI-ir-

til-la to

be"!!•

is lord," and thus further evidence of dha-BI-ru;

ha-BI-ra was then an abbreviated form of this.

If that were so dt1a-BI-ri.

might well be a Hurrian deity for the till.a element is common in Hurrian
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names (though also found in Elamite names; cf. I. G Gelb, Hurnans and
Subarians, 1944, P• 54, n. 37) and most of the Nuzians who bear the names
ha-BI-ra and .ha-BI-ir-til-la have Hurrian relatives.

However, in every

other case the word compounded with -tilla is verbal or adjectival and
-tilla is itself a Human deity or surrogate for one.

Gustavs I view

is then uncertain but the hab/pir element could still be related to
/

/

Wha-BI-ru.

Less probably related to d(or LU)ha-BI-ru are the Cpr- names

in Egyptian texts, for since they go back to the Old Kingdom, this cpr
is probably Egyptian (viz., Cpr, "provide"); or in the case of those names
where

.:Rt

is compounded with a Semitic deity (Cpr-bcr and Cpr-i r) it

may be Semitic; e.g.,

l¥iU ,

"stag.• "

See further, Greenberg, op.cit.,

PP• 79-80.
180. l!?!g., , PP• 75-87 •
/

V

181. FA 91: 5. The form is ID[ G]AZME[S], the plural determinative
being a mistake, for the grammatically related verbs are singular.

182. Greenberg, op.cit., p .• 75. The text (EA. 288:44) reads:
;..

\/

V

ardutu MF.s ip-su a-na

LtJ/ __'i_
~(h]a-[ B]I-[r]i.

183., EA 185:63.,
V

V

184. Thus in following Abdi-Ashirta the people of Ammiya 11 1-ba-as-su

"
ki-ma LU-MES GAZ" (FA 74:28-29;
/

cf. 67:16-17).

185. KUB IX,34 with duplicates IX, 4 and HT 6; KUB VII, 42. No. 91
/

in Bottero, op.cit.

.

/

186,. See the observations of Goetze on this text in Bottero, ibid-.

PP• 79-80..
187. E. g .• , KUB XXX, 34, IV, 30-35; KUB XXXV, 45, Il, 2 ff., (a Luwian
text).

188. Landsberger (KAF I, 1930, P• 326) opposes such a conclusion
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arguing that even Lulahhu is an appellative.

But, cf. Goetze in

I

Bottero, op.cit . , P• 81, n. 3.
189. See the translation and remarks of J. A. Wilson in ANET,

PP• 245-247.
190.

Papyrus Harris I (British Museum 10053).

191• .!.2!g., 31, 8.
serfs as foreign.

Wilson (ANET, p. 261, n. 7) regards all these

Posener suggests the "settlers" are Egyptian.
I

Couyat and Montet, Inscriptions hierogl:yphigues du Ouadi Hammamat.,
no .. 12.
193. Papyrus Leiden I , 348, recto 6:6; 349, recto 15.
194.

So J •

A. Wilson, AJSL 49, 1933, 4, J.P• 275 ft.

195.

G. Posener (in Bott~ro, op.cit., P• 175) observes that in the

case of the term cpr-w, "Les d~terminatifs les disignent simplement comme

des etrangers; il ne s 1ajoute aucun signe qui caracterise une classe
sociale, un genre de vie ou une occupation, comme on en trouve, d 1une
I
'
'
fac on reguliere
ou sporadique, apres
des appellatifs d 1emprunt comme
~

mri,

mrjn, m$kb,

.n:.£!!, ~ ,

etc . 11 'According to Albright, the foreign

warrior determinative is used on the Beisan stele.
196. Posener (ibid., p. 174) says there is given only the general
impression that the cApiru live on the margin of the regular population.
The Beisan stele of Seti I attests the presence of some 0 Apiru in that
area near 1300 B.c. and the Papyrus Harris 500 account of the taking of
Joppa locates cApiru there in the 15th century (though the manuscript
itself is 13th century).
197.

If t he 12th century proper name, p3-Cpr, "the 0 pr, " {see no. 191

in Bottero, op.cit.) has anything to do with the cApiru, it might be an
indication of their ethnic character since names of the type article plus
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substantive are often ethnic (e.g., P3-hr,

11

the Syrian"); but they are

also professional (e.g., p3-lpn-ntr, "the priest").

198.

A 109 (no. 28 in Botte'ro, ibid.).

As for other examples, in

EA 195:24 ff., Biryawaza, in enumerating his forces distinguishes his
SA-GAZ franhis Sutu as well as from his army, chariots, and brothers.
In EA 318:10 ff. Dagantakala cities as his enemies the SA-GAZ and the Sutu
(cf. the Idri-mi Inscription)•

In EA 246:5 ff., Biridiya complains

that Labaya' s sons have hired against him the SA-GAZ and the men of the
land of Kashu.

In the Mari texts the cApiru are distinct from the

Beni-Iaminu and the Beni-Simal.

Tette, head of Barga, is descri bed as the

SA-GAZ man KBo III, 3, I, 7 and Harbisipa.k and Kudurra as 11~-BIR-a-a.
Cf. Speiser's remark (Ethnic Movements in the Near East in the Second
Millennium B.C., p. 34):

"~biru comes to designate a fairly well-

defined entity, which may be contrasted with such other entities as
Hurrian, Hittite, or even Amorita. 11
199.

For example, Mari text, A 29.39 (no. 19 in Bottiro, ~ - )
/

mentions, (1. 13)

JO

y

LU-MESia.-mu-ut-ba-la-iu ha-BI-ru,

11

,30 Iamutbali te

Botte'ro (,ills., 188) lists numerous similar cases an:i

men, CApiru. 11

judges that in these ba-BI-ru must be primarily an appellative.
200.

Thus, at Nuzu are mentioned an CApiru man and his household

(JEN V, 464; cf. 455), two cApiru lilOmen and their kinsman (JEN 1023),

and cApiru women with their children or alone (JEN V, 452, 453, 456, 465;
SMN 2145).

201.

cApiru women are found also among the Hittites, HT 2, 4, 5 ff.
As in the Idri-mi inscription, at Ugarit, Alalah, and among

the Hittites.

Frequently also, as argued earlier, 1he cApiru are found

in independent raiding bands.
202.

The situation at Nuzu is, in part at least, exceptional.
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Certainly not all the cApiru of the contracts were engaged for militaiy
services; canpare especially the wanen who appear alone or with children
(but api::arently as widows).
war (so Chiera, AJSL, 49:--2).

Nor can they be regarded as prisomrs of
Such a supposi ti.on is contradicted by the

voluntary tenns of the contracts (cf. raman~u and pi~u
describe the entrance of the cApiru into service),
JEN V,

u li~~n$u,

which

am by a text like

455, which shows that the CApiru, Mar-Ishtar, had his family back

in Akkad and had himself coIIE north within the year apart from any
military venture.

On the other hand the possibility may not be overlooked

that some of the cApiru were being , enlisted by Tehiptilla to serve in
a militacy corps.

Mi.tanni had only recently conquered the Nuzu area so

that there might well have been special med for military strength
there.

Moreover, Tehiptilla was the first halsublu offic:i.al appointed

over this administrative district and it would not be unusual (cf. J.
Lewy, HUCA 14, 1939, p. 601, n. 75) if business corrlucted in the name

of "his house" was actually official state business.

But the case of

those cApiru who were not being engaged as soldiers would simply be one
where the original, or at least correlative, ethnic connotation of tl'e
term ba-BI-ru dominated instead of the special military connotation
(as would also be the case whenever ha-BI-ru women were in view).

While,

therefore, these Nuzu contracts make it impossible to hold that ha-BI-ru
was an appellative denoting military activity (cf. also references to
CApiru women singers) they are not incompatible with the view being presented here.

For an ethnic group peculiarly identified with the military

profession might find other employment when opportunities were not available to exercise their special profession.

203.

AT 164.

204.

RS

15109.
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205.

For a refutation of

Wiseman•s view

that the term was confined

to the head of this military body see above, note 12.3.
206. See Wiseman, AT, pp. 10 ff.; E. A. Speiser, JAOS 74, 1954,

PP• 18 ff.; I. Mendelsohn, BASOR 139, 1955, pp. 9 ff. Wiseman would
equate only the hupsu with the

eabe name

and associates the haniahu

with the ebelena.
207.

Landsberger points out (in Botte"ro, op.cit., p. 201) that

s~um may serve as a sort of plural for awh.um without in itself implying a military occupation.

This is also to be borne in mind in the

texts where ,!!m1 or i,abum is used with ba-BI-ru (ABM II, 131, 1.3;
AT 58:29; KBo III, 46:39) or with SA-GAZ (Statue of Idri.-mi, 27;
EA 68:13, 18; 74:14, 21; 75:10; 87:21), though as a matter of fact the

military meaning is clear in all these cases.
208.

This was recognized by

28:3, March 1954, PP• 80 ff.).

o.

Eissfeldt (Forschungen und Fortschritte

Greenberg blurs the facts when he cODments

that the SA-GAZ "are grouped with a military class composed of ehele and
..,.abe 11
han:!..'_

-

(

o'I.,,
"\ cit . , p • 65) •

209. AT 182:27; cf. 180:27.
210. AT 180:31; 182:29.
211. AT 182:14.
212. AT 180:24; 182:19; 183:6; 226:1.

In this cormection the order

of the listings in AT 180 and 182 is interesting:
muskenu.

charioteers, ehelena,

Note also that in AT 182:1.3, one of these charioteers is an

hazannu official. Since the maryannu status was obtainable by marriage

and royal grant as well as by inheritance and since this class barrier
was not rigidly ethnic (cf. R. T. 0 1 Callaghan, Aram Naharaim, 1948, P• 66)
there is no difficulty in the presence of CApiru, regarded as substantially
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an ethnic unity, among the maryannu.
213.

See AT 183, 226 and 350. Wiseman, op.cit., P• 11, is mistaken
V

in regarding the sanannu as part of the forces of "the SA-GAZ man."

214. It is, therefore, uncertain whether the a-~a-a-nu of AT 202
are the equivalent of the ~anannu (so Wiseman) since they are coordinated with classes like the hupsu and haniabu.
.

V

215.

For the sanannu, see e.g., AT 145 and 341.

216.

CApiru are mentioned, for example, from Ammiya (AT 181:2).

217. AT 350.

er.

also AT 352.

218. Wiseman suggests that Mu-ki-{i§tbe be read for Mu-ki-he.

219. AT 341.
220.
guild."

C.H. Gordon, UH, no. 2190, "yeoman," "members of a certain
Gordon suggests the possibility of

a Hurrian

root

tnn. er.

AT

439, described by Wiseman as a "Note in Hurri.an (?) 11 and cited by him
among the ~anannu texts.

Two men are here designated as susanni.

221. Apud Wiseman, op.cit., p. ll, n. 4.

Cf. BASOR 139, 1955,

P• 11, n. Wiseman accepted "archers" tentatively at first and later
unhesitatingly.

Speiser (JAOS 74, 1954, pp. 18 ff.) doubts that trans-

lation, but suggests that there was a
used by the

tannu-sannu

weapon which was

sana.rmu.

222.

Or "foreign troops/' however.

223.

For a recent statement of the importance of the guild system

in the Ras Shamra texts see J. Gray, The Hibbert Journal, January 1955,

pp. 115-226.
Laws 188, 189.

Cf. the texts, Gordon, UH, no. 400 and Code of Hammurapi,
For modem illustration,

er.

the Kshatriya warrior caste

in India.

224.

The similar notion that there was a development from an ethnic
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to an appellative use of .ha-BI-ru has been suggested by, e.g., Langdon,
Kraeling, and Rowley.

Rowley (From Joseph to Joshua, 1950, PP• 53-54)

contends that an ethnic term might easily develop a non-ethnic usage,
but that in the present instance at least (and having in view especially
the theory that the Biblical Hebrews belong to the CApiru) the reverse
would be more difficult since evidence is lacking that any ethnic unity
was felt among the cApiru in the later stages.

The reverse has been

held by, e.g., Lewy and Speiser (op.cit., P• 37) and, as a possibility,
by Greenberg (op.cit., P• 93).

225. The insistence that the appearance of the restricted meaning
of "Chaldean" must follow the decline of the ethnic group (cf. Rowley,

ET XXXVIII, 1926-27, PP• 423-428) is not supported by the facts.

er.

Dan. 2:2, 4, 5, etc., and Herodotus I:181, 183.

226. So, e.g., Albright, JAOS 48, 1928, PP• 183-185.
227. The passages which some have regarded as in conflict with the
above statanent are considered below.

228. Cf. Gen. 39:14, 17; 40:15; 41:12; 43:32; Exod. 1:15, 16, 19;

2:6, 7, 11, 13; 3:18; 5:3; 7:16; 9:1, 13; 10:3.
229. Cf. I Sam. 4:6, 9; 13:3, 7, 19; 14:11, 21; 29:3.
230. Cr. Exod. 21:2; Deut. 15:12; Jer. 34:9, 14.
231. Cf. Gen. 39:14, 17; 41:12; Exod. 2:6; I Sam. 4:6, 9; 13:19;
14:11; 29:3; possibly, Gen. 14:13.

er. Gen. 40:15; Exod. 2:7; 5:3; 10:3; Jonah 1:9.
233. er. Exod. 3:18; 7:16; 9:1, 13.
234. er. Exod. 1:15, 16, 19; 2:11, 13; I Sam. 13:7; 14:21.
235. er. Gen. 14:13; Gen. 39:14, 17; 43:32; Exod. 2:11; 21:2;
232.

Deut. 15:12; Jer. 34:9 r. (er. Lev. 25:44-46).
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236. AJSL 49, PP• 254-261.

237. RB 55, 1948, pp. 344

er.

238.

ft.

AJSL 58, 1941, PP• 237 ff.

239. So e.g. , Greenberg, op.1 cit., p. 92. Similarly Landsberger

Cibd:

has euggested that
~L

tt,,

.

J~II...U
.... , '

is uaed as a gentilic substitute for the nisbe

which is rare .

"

However, since other substitutes are used

for t~e . simple gentilic \Jt1UJ"
such as J~l(V'
• •• • ' •
•• 1"' • •
even plain

1l\7W"',
... 1" : •

W"',N 3~1W' "'I.1
• ,

··- • •

and

• ...

it is ne~e~sary to go on t~ account in . ~he ~icular

i nstances for the choice of· crbri as the substitute.
240.

er.

Alt , Urspriinge des israelitischen Rechts , 1934,i:p. 19 ff.;

J . Lewy, op. cit.

241. It is necessary for him, of course, to assume the phonetic
equation also.

242.

Lewy

makes the observation that the ...lJ.\11.J..\J
. . . . . .. law is in the

f irst paragraph of Israel ' s Book of the Covenant.
243 .

JEN VI , 610, 6ll, 613 (cf. JEN V, 456:9-23); JEN V, 446, 449,

457 and /J,2 .
V

V

V

/

244. For the as-su-ra-a-a-u of JEN VI, 613 is substituted DUB. SAR
(tup~arru) .
245.

The cApiru from Ashur are described as

er. Lewy,

ea ~ t~- ~u- ur.

HUCA XIV, p. 606, n. 99, on the absence of patronymics

in connection with the majority of the proper names of the ha-BI-ru.

2/J, .

The following parallels are adduced by Lewy:

a) there was a

fixed terminus understood. for the period of service (cf. Exod. 21:2 and
JEN V, 455:1-7 and 8-16 ) ; b)

there was the option of choosing to become

a permanent slave ( cf . Exod. 21:5-6; but see, too, Lev. 25:39-41 and
JEN V, 452, 453 , etc . ); c)

the servant who left might not take with him

a wife given him by his master (cf. Exod. 21:4; but see, too, Lev. 25:41;

10.3
and JEN

V, 4.37; cf. JEN VI, 6ll). Lewy 1 s position that there was a law

which automatically fixed the term of service in such contracts unless
the contract itself stipulated the master 1 s lifetime, is criticized by
Greenberg (op.cit., p.
mention such a feature.

67, n. 28) on the grounds that no contracts
It seems, however, that the date formulae of

JEN V, 455 are best accounted for on an assumption like Lewy 1 s

247.

er.,

e . g., A. Guillaume,~, 1946, P• 68.

248. The rendering of the LXX at the end of verse .3, ~et:.n{,fo_(jlV 0~

Soc\ol

(as though the Hebrew were n-i,.:i.~_H) ·IJ/lOD) seems to be a conjectural
emendation occasioned by the fact that D ,,:t~il comes sanewhat
' : 'T

unexpectedly on the lips of Saul.

249.

The problem would disappear altogether if the pointing in

verse 7 were to be changed to

O -.-y~

~

The suggestions to emend to

mend themselves.
250.

er.

Brown, Driver

am

Briggs, Hebrew Lexicon, 1952, under

7<.p~, 4b(dJ.
251.

er.,

252.

The original three Israelite positions at Bethel, Michmash, and

ibid., under D~ , le.

Gibeah (1.3:2) actually did surround the Philistine garrison at Geba.

If

the Massoretic text am accentuation ('::J.. ·:J...b ) stand, the next clause
;., . .will be a pseudo-verbal construction (as translated above).

The LXX

and Syriac would read, 0). ·tn::10 "they also turned, 11 which provides
-

a parallel construction to D~

~ IT I

·lf:Y~~~ ! (vs. 22).

25.3.

Or, "adhered faithfully to them, 11 i.e., to the Israelite arnzy-.

254.

There were originally .3000 chosen by Saul to encamp with him

against the Philistines (13:2), but following the approach of the Philistines
in force and Samuel's delay there were only 600 left (1.3:ll, 15; 14:2).
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255. At least, on this approach the reference in 13:6 is to them.
Cf. Judg. 7:3-7, and 7:23-24.

256. Cf. , e . g. , I Sam. 11:11.
257. This participial form -would then parallel the corresponding
member in vs. 22, i . e.,

•

258. Cf . also the additional remark in 10:25 .
259.

If a non-Hebrew source lies back of Genesis 14, this -would

be another example of the frequent use of clbri by foreigners.

Cf. also,

"Laban the Aramean, 11 Gen. 31:20, etc. ; "Heber the Kenite, " Judg. 4:11.
260.

The various advocates of the CApiru- Hebr ew equation would

find their interpretations of CApiru reflected in the use of
in Gen. 14:13.

For example, Albright (JAOS 48, 1928, PP• 183 ff.) found

the idea of "mercenary" ; and DeVaux (RB 55, 1948, PP• 337 ff . ), t hat
of "stranger. " While Kraeling (op. cit. ) suggested that Cibri is used to
underscore Abraham's role as a sojourner who pays tribute to Melchizedek.

261.

Parzen (AJSL 49, PP• 254 ff . ) is mistaken in his opinion that

the LDC actually found 7 :::i..
... ·Vi");:- in the Hebrew text .

Noth ( "Erwagungen

zur Hebraerfrage," Festschrift otto Proksch, 1934, pp. 99 ff . ) is probably

correct in stating that the LDC translator simply regarded it as
desirable at this first appearance of Cibrf to indicate what was, in his
opinion, its significance.

262. Greenberg (op. cit., P• 5, n. 24) directs attention to the evidence for this in Bere~it Rabbi 42, 8.

A minority opinion of the rabbis

held that Abraham was called "'7::1...Vil
because he was a descendant of
"
"T
~

0 Eber .

263.

This appears to be so even in the LXX, although later Patristic

writings in treating the LDC rendering derived it from a verbal base
(cf. Greenberg, ~

. ).
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264. Kraeling (op. cit.) offers the strange hypothesis that
11

Hebrews" is a secondarily personalized form of a geographical name,
11 0verites"

from , i7 :l i7
TI -

7 :J..V
. .. .. , adopted by the Israelites as late

a s the early monarchy in an attempt to orientate themselves to the
world in which they had just become prominent .

The usage would thus be

that of the 1st millennium even where applied to the Patriarchs.
Rowley counters:

(a)

In the early monarchy there is not apparent among

the Hebrews any consciousness of being from over the Euphrates.
t erm disappears almost completely from the
of the monarchy.

(c)

o.T.

(b)

The

with the establishment

The Israelites would hardly adopt as a symbol of

self- esteem a term "generally employed in a pejorative sense . n
pp.

H. H.

(~,

1942,

41-53; From J oseph to Joshua; 1952, PP• 54-55. Cf. the criticism of

0 1Callaghan in Aram Naharaim,

1948, P• 216, n . 4).

265 . Op. cit .
266. Deut . 26:5; see on this passage D. D. Luckenbill in AJSL 36,
PP• 244 ff. , and Albright 1 s criticism in JBL, 1924, P• 390, n. 65.

267. Ia it not difficult to assume that even an ancient editor combining his genealogical sources .wuld be so unobservant as to allow to
pass without adjustment a contradiction as blatant as DeVaux supposes this

to be?

268. Speiser, (Ethnic Movements
impressed with this similarity.

in the Near East, PP•

34 ff .• ) was

He regarded the cApiru as culturally

dependent on the Hurrians and identified the Hurrians and one branch of
the cApiru as the main components of the Hyksos.
equated with Abraham and his descendants .

This cApiru offshoot he

Though one is unable to accept

the equation of cApiru and Hebrews, the assumption that the CApiru were
involved in the Hyksos movement is most plausible in view of their military
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character, their known presence in Syria before the Hyksos period and
their role in Syro-Palestine after the Hyksos era.
269.

See J. J. Finkelstein, JCS 9, 1955, 1, P• 6; cf. O'Callaghan

Aram Naharaim, P• 47
270.

Op.cit., P• 198.

271.

The mention of the cApiru in Egyptian slave gangs is not a

real exception.
272.

So in the omen literature, if the CApiru may be seen in the

SA-GAZ of these texts.
273.

So again if SA-GAZ may be understood to refer to cApiru in the

Old Babylonian literary texts.
274.

Cf. in Botte'ro, op.cit., nos. 6-8.

The stereotyped recognition of the gods of the cApiru in

Hittite treaties is no indication that the Hittites regarded the cApiru
with favor.

Neither is it an indication of cordial relationship that

Hittite rituals (cf. Greenberg, op.cit., no. 156) mention dba.-BI-ru
since the goal of incantation is comprehensive coverage as a means to

comprehensive control.
275.

KBo III, 46 (and duplicate KBo III, 53) and a parallel version,

KBo III, 54.
276.

Cf. Nos. 72 and 72' in Bott,ro, op.cit.

Greenberg (op.cit., P• 77) regards these CApiru as part of the

Hittite army.

Actually, although there is the one reference to CApiru

mercenaries in the Alishar letter from the Cappadocian period, none of
the later Hittite documents provides evidence that the CApiru served
as Hittite mercenaries.
277.

For a possible indication of collaboration see the close juxta-

position of the references to GAZ troops and Mitanni in an unfortunately
mutilated section of EA 90:19-25.
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278.

The Hittite archives preserve a treaty and pact of mutual

defense between Suppiluliuma and Aziru.

Bost VIII, 4.

279.

BoSt VIII, 3.

280.

Even if one does not identify the Nuzu and Biblical phenomena

as closely as Lewy it must be recognized that the cApiru at Nuzu
were treated far more favorably than ordinary slaves.

Such is the

position of Greenberg who cites the following features (op.cit.,
For details, cf. Lewy 1 s articles in HUCA 14 and 15): (1)

PP• 67 ff.

The CApiru do not sell their persons to their patrons; no price is pa.id
as in genuine self-enslavement documents.

(2)

CApiru

their service by furnishing a substitute.

(3)

The relationship of

may

terminate

servant to master is at times expressed in tenns reminiscent of adoption
contracts.

(4)

the cApiru.

Occasionally patronymics are used with the names of

It appears then that there is in any case such a similarity

in approach of master to servant at Nuzu and in the Hebrew servant law

that a similar prior relationship between the master and the servant
must have obtained in the two cases

It must be recognized that this

type of arrangement was extended at Nuzu to others than cApiru, e.g.,
men from the lands of Ashur and Izalla.

Is the explanation in their case

that they were natives in the area controlled by Mitanni?
281.

There are additional data which in themselves would not help

establish our thesis but which are in line with it.

Thus the major

post-Mitannian evidences of the CApiru are in the fonnerly Hurrianized
areas of Assyria.

There we find Harbisipak influential in the court

of the Assyrian king.

There, too, we find the god dna-BI-ru in a temple

along with two Hurrian deities. And the point ma;r be recalled that if
ha.-BI-ru is the first element in the personal name Hapirtilla, it is
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probably Hurrian.
282.

Cf. Greenberg, op.cit., pp. 93 ff.

As an illustration of what

ingenuity can do he suggests that Abraham was an cApiru (=Cibri), i.e.,
of a particular social class; but this epithet as applied to Abraham's
descendants became an ethnicon.

Later genealogists, unaware of this,

invented the ancestor CEber, man of many descendants, in order to explain
the known kinship of the Hebrews to other Semitic tribes and the origin
of their name at one stroke.
283.

For a recent popular example see H. Orlinsky, Ancient Israel,

Cf. DeVaux, RB 55, 1948, PP• 342-343; H. H. Rowley, From Joseph

1954.

to Joshua, 1952, P• 53, n. 1.

The parallels are often superficial or

based on misinterpretations of the data on one side or the other.
like the following have been or might be mentioned:

(a)

there is a westward movement about the Fertile Crescent.

Items

In each case

(But this cannot

be demonstrated for the cApiru and, in the case of the Hebrews, it applies
not to the group as such but only to Abraham.)

(b)

The chronological

span of the use of the terms na-BI-ru and C!Qrt is roughly the same.
( c)

Both groups move in the Hurrian cultural orbit and exhibit the

influence of this fact.

(d)

The military activity of Abraham the Hebrew

in Genesis 14 and the attack of Simeon and Levi on Shechem are comparable
to CApiru razzias.

(But this involves a superficial estimate of both

Biblical instances.)

(e)

The cApiru mercenary activity is paralleled

by the Hebrews in the Philistine army.
of the Biblical data.)
corvee .

(g)

(f)

(But this is a misinterpretation

Both groups are in Egypt forced into the

The cApiru are frequently strangers in the milieu and such

are the Hebrew patriarchs in Canaan.

(h)

Both groups deprive Egypt of

its holdings in Canaan by military operations during the Amarna Age.
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284. Guillaume (P~, 1946, pp 86 ff.) identifies both groups as
"sons of Heber" am people of the Arabian desert.
285.

Attention was directed above to the wider application of

cEber in the Balaam prophecy (Num. 24:24).
286. An example of this is the view of DeVaux (RB 55, 1948,
PP• 344 ff.) for although he regards the phonetic equation as possible,
that opinion is not essential to his argument.
following:

His position is the

The Hebrews and CApiru are of conmon Aramean descent.

The

appellative terms ha,-BI-ru and Ahlamu appear to be interchangeable to
some extent and the latter designates desert nomads who were protoArameans.

Certain Biblical data suggest that the patriarchs also belong

to a proto-Aramean ethnic stock.

By

way of evaluation of DeVaux 1 s

theory-the supposed Aramean connection of the patriarchs was subjected
to criticism above and the evidence offered for the cApiru-Ahlamu
relationship is bound up with a view of the cApiru as desert nomads which
is also unacceptable.
287.

A strong point in favor of regarding the cApiru as Semites

would be the Susa economic text which mentions a l}a-BI-ri KI where
Amorite soldiers were quartered, if it were certain that the name of the
place demonstrated that only CApiru were quartered there.

But that is

by no means certain.
288.

Cf. Josh. ll:19.

Nothing underscores this more than the

anomalous character of the Gibeonite alliance.

It should not be over-

looked, however, that after the days of Joshua's leadership the original
determination gave way frequently to a fraternizing attitude (e.g.,
Judg. 3:5-6).
289.

Josh. 11:13-14.
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290.

So repeatedly in EA 185.

291.

Efforts to equate Joshua with Yashuia and Benjamin with

Benenima (or Ben-el:ima) are phonetically impossible, besides which the
Amarna men were pro-Egyptian.
292.

er.

Exod. 12:37; 38:26; Num. 1:46; 2:32; 26:51.

At the same

time it should not be overlooked that even 50 professional soldiers
might provide adequate leadership to defend a walled garrison.

Moreover,

there are larger requests like that of Rib-Addi (EA 71:23-24) for 50
pair of horses and 200 infantry, as a merely defensive measure.
293.

The way in which this argument is developed by Rowley (op.cit.,

PP• 42 ff.) is an illuminating exhibition of rewriting history to one t 15

taste.

He argues that the exploits of Joshua were mainly if not entirely

confined to the central districts while the CApiru trouble was in the
south and north and only at Shechem in the center.

It will be recognized

that this is the precise opposite of the pr:ima facie Biblical account,
according to which Joshua's campaigns were notably in the south (Joshua 10)
and in the north (Josh 11:1-14).

Rowley rejects Joshua 10 in favor of

the supposedly conflicting account in Judges l; am Joshua 11, in favor
of the supposed variant in Judges 4.

According to the record itself,

Judges 1 records events after the death of Joshua and the events of
Judges 4 fall well over a century after those of Joshua
294.
295.

n.

er., e.g., Josh. 11:9.
er. EA 87:21; 197:2-11.

296. Hebrew Origins, 1936, P• 23.
297.

BASOR 58, 1935, PP• 10 ff.

298.

See Rowley, op.cit., esp.g:,. 140 ff. for a survey of these

various views.

lll

299.

In the background, there is the complex question of the date

of the Exodus.

I am aware of the apparent difficulties attending the

early date view, the proper solution of which is not in every case
altogether clear; but I find quite insuperable the objections to the
late date view.

The adequate exposition of that matter obviously lies

outside the scope of this thesis and a cursory presentation could only
appear to be unjustifiably dogmatic.
300.

Letters written early in the reign of Amenhotep IlI would

precede or be contemporary with the entry under Joshua.
301.

Josh. 14:7 and 10 indicate that the initial phase was completed

'Within 5 years of the entry into Canaan.
302.

Cf., e.g., Olmstead, History of Palestine and Syria, 1931,

PP• 196-197; Meek, op.cit., P• 20.

303. Joshua 10 and
304.

Judges 1.

n.

The theory that these are two variant accounts of

a single episode is unconvincing to the writer.

For a statement of the

problem. from the viewpoint accepted here see E. J. Young, Introduction
to the Old Testament, 1949, PP• 166-167.
305.

EA 289:22 ff.

Similarly, if Albright (BASOR 87, 1942, P• 38)

is correct that Debir became the seat of a local chieftain after the
Amarna period, not only Joshua's raid but even Othniel I s capture of
that city (Josh. 15:15-17; cf. Judg. 1:11 ff.) failed to be permanently
effective. Again, though Joshua's raid had depopulated Lachish and Gezer,
these cities fell again into Canaanite hands according to EA 287:14-15,
whether these lines mean that these cities had been assisting Pharaoh's
enemies or were to provide for Pharaoh's archers.
306.

This is not the impression one might receive from the Biblical

ll2
record alone but when reread in the light of other contemporary sources
that record can be so understood without violence being done to sound
exegetical canons.
307.

BASOR 87, 1942, PP• 37-38.

Cf . Wright and Filson, Westminster

Historical Atlas to the Bible, 1946, P• 35.
308.

Exceptional would be the argument based on the meager Egyptian

forces requested by Canaanite chiefs to meet the cApiru threat .

If

only a single tribe of Israel were threatening, such small Egyptian
assistance would make more sense .•
309.

Judg. 3:9-10.

310.

Part of this era corresponds to the career of Labaya which can

be dated in the second and third decades of the 14th century on either
Albright I s or Knudtzon' s reading of the date on the hieratic docket on
Labaya 1 s letter, EA 254.
3ll.

Judg. 3:8.

312.

Cf. 0 1 Callaghan, Aram Naharaim, esp. PP• 131-145, cf,. P• 122•

313.

As pointed out by Albright (Archaeology and the Religion of

. Israel, 1942, P• 205, n. 49) .

He adds, "The Syrian Kushan was in the

r egion called Naharaim (Nahr~na) by the Egyptians."
314.

Wiseman, AT 154.

315.

Ibid., p. 140.

316.

It is possible that the additional

36 names end in ::!!l (ibid . , P• 10).

D~1=J ~l..µ:,
..

"double

wickedness," was appended by Cushan' s victims, perhaps as a pun on
n--··11)] 0'7.N. •

.- - :-

--

317.
why we

Cf. Burney, The Book of Judges, 1920, PP• 65- 66 •

Cf. 0 1 Callagha.n (op. cit., p. 123):

11

Nor is there any reason

cannot see in the term melek a designation for the most powerful

chieftain in a given region without thinking of a well-organized state."
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318.

Judg. 4:2 (cf. 4:23-24).

319.

Especially verse 19. Whatever the literary critic thinks of

the sources of the two accounts he ought to allow that the final editor
was observant enough not to place in juxtaposition two accounts with
conflicting viewpoints.

We are on better ground if we hold that

according to the author's native understanding of the usus loguendi,
4:2 was not in conflict with 5:19.
320.

Since Othniel is associated with the south, this first oppression

probably centered there.
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